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ABSTRACT

The internship at the Memorial University Counselling Centre, St. John's,

Newfoundland, was a valuable learning experience (or the intern. During the

13 week placement the intern Ct"lunselled 30 clients on a variety of concerns .

personal, career, and academic. She co-Ied an assert!veness uaining group for

six weeks and worked as a Career Information Assistant for five hours each

week. In addition, the intern benefited from the profcssional supervision at the

centre, videotaping of sessions, and participation in case conferendng.

Overall, the internihip eJlperience provided the intern with the opportunity to

enhance and refine her counselling sJcills and gain an appreciation for

counselling rcscarc:h by conducting a study in this setting.

The research study was conducted with 29 of the intern's clients who gave

informed consent. This study partially replicated and extended Short's (1991)

investigation of the relationship ~ocn initial client and counsellor

perceptions. Following the first, third, and fifth sessions, the intern and her

clientJ completed the Counsellor/Client Post-Counselling Fonn (CPF). The

CPF can be divided into !ix correspondina: (aclO" for counseJlor and client.

Results revealed a significant positive relationship on the initial session



between perceptions of each other as measureU by the CPF. Significant

changes were found over time on three of six factors for the counsellor and on

two of six factors for the clients. Significant differences were found between

counsellor and client ratings on four of six factor! for the first session and

three of six factors for both the third lI,!ld fifth sessions. A comparison of male

and female client ratings showed female client ratings 10 be significantly higher

than those of males on two factors for the third session. The results showed

no significant difference in client perceptions of the counsellor based on their

perceptions of age difference and 110 significant relationship between counsellor

and client ratings for those clit.,1ts who tenninated prematurely.

Recommendations for further study are included.

ill
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Rationale ror the Internship

One of the options for graduate students completing a Masters degree in

Educational Psychology is an internship with a related research project. The

internship option consislS of a 13 week. placement in an approved setting which

will provide the intern with counselling experience and the opportunity to

undertake a research project appropriate to the setting. The writer selected the

internship for the following reasons:

The intern, having worked in the counselling field ror several

years, would have an opportunity to receive feedback on her

counselling skills thereby identifying her strengths and

weaknesses.

2. The intern desired practical exposure to various theoretical

approaches and techniques.

3. The internship setting ""'''::'-'ld provide an opportunity to work:

with an adult population.

4. The setting would be conducive to conducting research on some

aspect of the intern's counselling.
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1b.e Sett1tll

The site for the internship was the Counselling Cenlre at Memorial

University of Newfoundland. Application was made to the Centre in the Fall

Semester, 1991. This was followed by an interview with Dr. George Hurley,

Associate Professor in Counselling and Training Director, and Dr. Elaine

Davis, Associate Professor in Counselling, to discuss the intern's inlerest in

and reasons for pursuing both the practicum placement and internship at this

setting. As a result of this interView, the intern was offered the opportunity 10

complete a two day per week Practicum in the Winter semester followed by an

internship starting with the first day of classes for the Spring semester, Dr.

Nonnan Garlie, Faculty of Education (Educational Psychology), agreed 10 be

the Education Faculty supervisor for the internship. On-site supervision was

provided by Dr. Church, Dr. Davis, and Dr. Doyle, each for a block of time

duringthcintemship.

The University Counselling Centre was chosen by the intern for the

following reasons:

the quality of the professional supervision provided by the

Centre;

2. the opportunity 10 work with trained professionals and

participate in case conferencing;
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3. the continuation of the practicum placement would allow the

intern to continue with clients over a longer period of time;

4. the opportunity to engage in individual counselling on a regular

basis; and

5. the overall quality of the tearning experiences provided by the

Centre such as the Career Planning Centre, the Interpersonal

Process Recall Training, and the opportunity to be involved in

Group Counselling.

The Counselling Centre currently employs six full-time counsellors who

are available to provide counseIHng on personal. social. academic. and career

concerns. The full-time professional staff also includes a reading specialist

and an administrative assistant. The professional faculty of the Counselling

Centre are:

Dr. Elizabeth Church, Assistant Professor in Counselling

Dr. Elaine Davis. Associate Professor in Counselling

Dr. Michael Doyle, Assistant Professor in Counselling

Dr. John Garland, Associate Professor in Counselling

Or. Gcoree Hurley, Associate Professor in Counselling and Training

Dirt(tor

Lester Marshall, Reading Specialist
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Dr. B. M. Schoenberg, Professor & Director

Wayne Yetman, Administrative Assislant in Counselling.

The Counselling Centre Referral and Community Resources Handbook

(1990) describes the primary function of the Centre to be -to help students

release, develop, or clirect their personal capabilities" (p. 5). The Centre

offers services in four areas: Learning Enhancement Programs, Career

Planning, Individual and Group Counselling, and Credentials Service. The

Handbo<":': (1990) describes these services as follows:

t. Learnin& Enbaocemcnt P'roIJ'lUllS. The Centre offers a

number of short courses and structured workshops in which

students learn to apply general strategies for handling

university-level work more effectively. Specifically, these

programs provide training in organizational techniques to

comprehend study materials and, later, to recall the materials

for essays, class presentations and test!. Progr.tms routinely

offered include Speed Reading and Comprehension, Organizing

Ideas for Term Papers and Essays, and Oral Communication.

2. Carter PlaDD1n1 C.:otrc. The Career Planning Centre (CPC)

is a drop-in facility where students may corne informally,

without appointment, to peruse various kinds of career and



"
educational information. Information available in the CPC can

help broaden the student's awareness of various career

alternatives and can provide detailed information on those

a1tematives. Other infonnation includes:

a) general career·planning materials;

b) job hunting, resumt writing and interviewing materials;

c) description of qualifications needed and entrance

requirements for various careers;

d) guides to different programs of study available in

Canada, the United States, and the Commonwealth

Countries; and

e) a complete collection of Canadian university and college

calendars.•.•

3. IndJvldual aad Group Counsellln&. In addition to

individualized personal counselling, the Centre offers specialized

group and training programs. For example, the intellectual and

personal growth of many students is blocked by such. phenomena

as fear of testing situations, continued high levels of cognitive

and physical arousal, fear of asserting oneself, and oUter

debilitating concerns. Such difficulties may be dealt with on
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either an individual or group basis depending upon the siuden\'s

wishes. Therefore. progtams such as Test Anxiety

Management. Relaxation Training, Biofeedback Training and

Assertivcuess Training are routinely offered.

4. Credentials Service. The Cenue provides credential services

for students in the Faculty of Education. The Counselling

Centre Credentials Service holds all relevant employment

documents in a cer.traJ file. Copies arc then sent to prospective

employers at the student's request. This service is currently

offered only to students interested in obtaining teaching

positions. (pp. 5-6)

Goals for Ihe Iotemsllip

The intern's main objective in this internship was to gain further

practical experience in counselling adults on a variety of concerns. The intern I

having just completed apracticum at the Centre, was familiar with the

operation of the Centre and the roles of the various personnel. In the

pnu:ticum she was exposed to the IntcJpersonal Process R.ecaU and found it

quite helpful in understanding the counselling process. The intern also co-led

an Assertiveness Training Group and became familiar with the operation of lhe
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Career Planning Cenlfe. During the practicum she provided individual

counselling to sludents and became comfortable with videotaping her sessions.

The goals for the internship involved a further exploration of some of these

areas and were as follows:

Goal 1: To become famlllar with the concerns and Lssues

facloa: the university student population in tbe

roUowLoI domains: persol1ll, social, academic, and

career domains.

This was accomplished through:

(a) conducting 113 counselling sessions with 30 cHents;

(b) reading about the concerns of this particular population (see

Appendix A for annotated bibliography); and

(c) providing career and academic information to students in the

Career Planning Centre for five hours each week.

Goal 2: To Improve indh'ldual counsell1n& skills by identlfylng

areas 01 personal strenath and working on aress of

_ealwess.

This was accomplished through:

(a) videotaping sessions with clients who gavc consent;
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(b) critically reviewing videotapes and maintaining a log of personal

reactions to counselling sessions;

(c) meeting once per week with on·site supervisor to discuss cases,

review segmenlS of tapes, and receive feedback on counselling

skills;

Cd) participating in a group supervision once per week which

involved viewing videotapes and discussing the counselling

process;

(e) meeting with Dr. Church and Dr. Garlie at mid-term to discuss

the intern's progress; and

(f) meeting with Dr. Doyle at the end of the internship to discuss

the intern's progress during the internship.

Goal 3: To ruMber develop. personal style or counselling and

expose lbe intern to VarillWi theoretical appr1)lches to

couoselllna: aad psywotberapy.

This was accomplished by:

(a) attending a wcek1y group supervision which followed the format

of the Interpersonal Process Reeall sessions;

(b) further reading in the area of counselling (see Appendix A for

bibliography); and
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(c) discussion of cases with on-site supervisors.

Goal 4: To rurther de,e1op c:ounsellin& sIdUs by partklpa1lna

In case confertntina with other lrained proCessionals.

This was accomplished by:

(a) attending a one hour session where another intern presented a

case to the professional faculty of the Counselling Centre; and

(b) preparing and presenting a detailed case study of a client who

!lad been seen by the intern for six sessions and receiving

feedback from the professional faculty of the Counselling

Centre.

GoalS: To pin further experience In croup dynamics.

This was acco:nplished by co-teading an Assertiveness Training Group

for silt weeks. The workshop in'volved:

(a) reading on the topic of assertiveness (see Appendix A for

annotated bibliography);

(b) conducting screening interviews to dett:nnine the appropriateness

of those interested in participating;

(c) preparing for each session by meeting with co-leadet to discuss

session rcnnat and material to be coveR:d;

Cd) preparing mini·lectures;
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(e) leading group exercises;

(t) helping participants set goals;

(g) providing written feedback to panicipants on logs which were

submitted each week;

(h) preparing for and conducting a session on relaxation Lechniques;

(i) participating after each session in a weekly meeting with the

co-leader and Dr. Davis, supervisor for the group training, 10

discuss the dynamics of the group: and

0) receiving individual feedback: and evaluation from the

participants on the intern's personal :ttyle of group leadership as

well as the panicipanu' overall impressions of the group,

Goal 6: To b«:ome familiar with the administration,

Interpretation, and scoriaa of a Dumber of

standardized tests and I.Dventories.

This was accomplished by:

(a) administering and interpreting the following tests: the Strong

Campbell Interest Inventory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

and the Beck Anxiety Scale;

(b) reading the manual for the MMPJ; and

(e) rc.-vi.ewing the Iesls available at the Counselling Centre.
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Goal 7: To conduct a researth project "bi<:b Is compatible

with the internship aDd wlll provide the intern with

valuable information about ber errectlveness "ith her

eUents.

This was accomplished by conducting a research project aimed at:

(a) determining the relationship between counsellor and client

perceptions of each other in the initial counselling session;

(b) determining whether client and counsellor ratings changed over

time:

(c) determining the relationship between client perceptions of the

counsellor ant. the perceived age difference between client and

counsellor:

(d) determining the relationship between client perceptions of the

counsellor and same-sex or opposite-sex counsellor/client dyads.

(For a more detailed description of the study, see Chapter lII)



CHAPTER n

TIlE INTERNSHIP: It. DFSCRlmON OF ACflVITIES

This chapter includes a description of the activities undertaken during

the internship period from May II to August 1, 1992, The intern did not

require any orientation activities as she had already become familiar with the

operation of the Career Planning Centre, intake procedures, referral agencies

on campus, and programs and services offered through the Counselling Centre,

during her practicum in the previoUJ semester, As a result of the practicum

experience, the intem was able to start seeing clients immediately,

The intern maintained a log of daily activities and the time allocated to

each activity. From this log, a summary was compiled and is presented in

Table I.



Tabl~ I

Hours AUocaltd to Inlemsblp Activities

23

Adlvity

Career Planning Centre

Individual Counselling

Group Counselling

Review of Videotapes

Testing

Supervision

Case Conferencing

Research/Reading

Workshops

Maintaining Log and Case Files

Total Hours Allocated to these Activities

No. of Hours

54.0

113.0

28.0

16.0

2.5

28.0

4.0

116.5

7.0

47.0

416.0



Career PlanRlnl Cenlre

The intern performed the duties of .\ career information assistant in the

Career Planning Centre (CPe) for approx.imately 5 hours per week for the 13

week internship.

The CPC is operated as a drop-in facility where students can obtain

information on careen. The resources in the CPC include material on a wide

range of occupations in the form of books, monographs, pamphlets, videos,

and vertical files. Acomprehensive collection of calendars for lriLining

institutions in Canada is available alllle CPC. In addition, some materials are

available on study in the United States and Commonwealth Countries. The

CPC also has a good collection of books on topic3 such as resume writing,

interview skills, job search, and working and studying abroad. The

atmosphere is an infonnal one where students can help themselves or seek

assistance.

During her time in the CPC, the Intern advised students with regard to

academic regulations, provided information on graduate entrance examinations,

helped students locate materials on various careers and courses of study,

referred students to appropriate university contacts, and suggested individual

career counselling when appropriate.
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The intern also participated in monthly meetings which were attended

by the personnel of the CPC and counsellors from the Counselling Centre.

These meetings provided an opportunity to discuss any difficulties encountered

by the assistants and to present any new information which might be of interest

to those involved. During these meetings new acquisitions were presented and

discussed. The total number of hours spenl in the CPC was ~4.

Individual Counsellinc

During the internship, tile intern provided counselling to students icr

personal, career, and academic concems. The intern was exposed to issues

such as: relationship difficulties; coping with loss; !ieXual, physical and

emotional abuse; sexuality issues; low self-esteem; problems dealing with

anxiety; obsessive and compulsive behavior; and a variety of career-related

The intern <.ounselled a total of 30 clients, ranging in age from 18-48.

Of these. 12 were male and 18 were female. Of the 12 male clients, 7 sought

counselling for personal reasons, 3 ror career concerns, 1 for academic

problems, and I for a combination of personal and career concerns. Of the 18

female clients, 9 sought counselling for personal reasons, S for career
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concerns, 1 for academic problems, and 3 for a combination of personal and

career concerns.

The intern spent a total of t 13 hours in individual counselling with

these 30 clients during her internship. The number of sessions per client

ranged from 1-14. Nine clients were counselled for five or more sessions. A

summary of client characteristics by presenting concern and range of sessions

is provided in Table 2, and a breakdown by age and sex is provided in Table

3. This experience was very valuable to the intern as it allowed her to work

with clients over time and observe the progression of the counselling process

and the development of the counsellor/client relationship. The intern

maintained a reactions log which required self-reflection and documentation of

how her clients made her feel and how she could incorporate her reactions into

her counselling sessions. The mnge of presenting problems provided the

intern with exposure to a variety of situations and to several complex cases

which contributed substantially to her professional development.
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Table 2

Summary or ClientC~tks Based OD Stx of Climt and Presentina Coocem

Ranzt or Mean No. ....e or Mean No.

Sessiont 01 SasionI N Sl5.sion!I of SessiON

Penonal

A(&dernic

1·10

'·2

5.57

1.33

1.00

2.00

1-14

,-4

\-]

5.56

2.40

1.00

1.33

Note: -Represents a combination of personal/career concerns.



Tllb~3

Summary or Clients by A&e, Sex. and I"n$entinc Concern

F....~

A._
Ran._ f l: A l\l[ Total f l: A l\l[ Total

18·20

21·25

26-30

31·35

41-45

46-50

28

Total

Key: Presenting Concern
P - Personal
C = Career
A - Academic
MF 0= Mixed FocUJ • P &. C

12 18
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Review or Videotapes

The intern sought permission of each client to videotape Ute counselling

session. Those who agreed were a.!iked to sign a consent (onn, as per the

regulations of the Centre (See Appendix B). Counselling was not contingent

upon consenting to videotaping. or the 30 clients seen, 11 consented to taping

of their sessions, Of the 19 who refused, 14 of them were presenting personal

Due to the intern's caseload it was not possible to review every tape in

full, but segments were viewed. The intern made notes for discussion which

were used during supervision meetings. The videotaping allowed the intern to

critically review her counselling style and behaviors as wdl as observe her

progression over the internship. All videotapes were erased at the end of this

internship.

Group supervision also provided the intern with the opponunity to view

her own tapes, those of another intern, and a tape provided by a Counselling

Centre supervisor.

Testlna

The intern interpreted the results of the computerized venion of the

Strong Campbell Interest Inventory for four clients. In addition the intern,
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scored and interpreted the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator for two clients with

respect to career and relationship issues, The Beck Anxiety Inventory was

administered to a client, and the information was used in a subsequent

counselling session.

The intern familiarized herself with the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory (MMPI) and its clinical scales. by reviewing the manual

and questionnaire.

Supervision

Supervision for the internship was carried out by the Education faculty

supervisor and cross-appointed Counselling Centre faculty member, Dr.

Norman Garlic, and by the Counselling Centre faculty supervisors who

provided field supervision as per the following schedule:

May 13-lune 25 - Dr. Elizabeth Church

June 26-July 13 - Dr. Elaine Davis

luly 14-August 7 _. Dr. Michael Doyle.

Supervision was conducted in the following manner:

1. Regular one-hour weekly meetings were held individually with the

Counselling Centre supervisor 10 discuss the intern's progress and

concerns and 10 critically discuss cases and review segments of tapes.
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2. Regular one-hour weekly group supervision meetings were held with a

supervisor (Dr. Church for the first half of the internship and Dr.

Doyle for the second half) and another intern. This time was spent

critically reviewing each other', tapes and discussing them in an

Interpersonal Process Recall Connat.

3. Dr. Garlic was unable to attend the bi-weeldy supervision meetings but

consulted regularly by electronic mail to discuss the intern's progress.

4. A mid-term meeting was conducted with Dr. Church, Dr. Garlie, and

the intern to review the goals of the internship and discuss the intern's

progress to date.

S. Dr. Church provided a mid-tenn evaluation of the intern's counselling

skills, outlining the intern', strengths and suggesting areas 10 work

upon.

6. Dr. Church, Dr. Davis, and Dr. Doyle were responsible for

coordination and supervision of activities designed to meet the intern's

goals.

7. Dr. Davis provided supervision of the Assertiveness Training group by

meeting with the intern and co-leader once per week to discuss

upcoming se:ssions and the group dynamics of the completed sessions.
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8. Dr. Garlic assisted the intern in devising the internship proposal and

completing the report. Throughout the process he advised the intern of

any necessary changes.

9. Or. Church, Dr. Davis, and Dr. Doyle each met with the intern at Ute

end of their supervision period to discuss her progress, provide

feedback, and to evaluate the extent to which goals were met.

10. A final evaluation was completed by Dr. Doyle at the end of the

semester which coincided with lIJ,e cnd of his supervision period.

11. Dr. Garlic met with the intern at the end of the internship to review the

goals of !he internship and discus.s the intern', experience.

Cue Conrereac.inc

The intern participated in two onc--hour case presentations at the

Centre. One was praentcd by another intern from his ongoing case load.

Following each presentation, ~r members who were present provided

feedback and suggestions aimed at developing new insights.

The intern prepared and presented her case on June 19. 1992. There

were a number of ongoing caseJ which would have been interesting to present,

With the help of Dr. Church, the intern seJecte.:.l a challenging case of a client

whom she had seen for sill $CS.Sions. The intern felt that the opportunity to
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present this case and receive viewpoinu and recommendations from the

Counselling Centre swr was quite beneficial.

Due to the vacation schedule, regular case conferencing was suspended

for the summer months; consequently, the intern did not have the opportunity

to observe cases being presented by the staff of the Centre. However, during

the practicum experience at the Centre the intern did receive exposure to

several such presentations.

ReseardllReadiq

The intern was given one day per week to engage in research and

reading activities. This time was very valuable to the intern in completing her

internship report and research project. As well it provided the intern with an

opportunity to read on a variety of topics as outlined in the annotated

bibliography in Appendix A. The Counselling Centre library contained a good

selection of materials on topiCJ such as sexual abuse, concerns of university

student:l, individual and group counselling, reluation training, stress

management, and counselling research. In addition to the materials available

in the Centre's library, supervison recommended books and articles which

they felt appropriate.
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Workshops

The intern attended the Association of Newfoundland Psychologists'

(ANP) Spring Conference. This conference consisted of a series of workshops

presented throughout the day on May 22, 1992. 'The following sessions were

attended: (a) Early Menarche as a Precursor of Dietary Restraint, (b) An

Audiologist's and Psychologist's Perspective on Central Auditory Processing

Learning Disabilities, (e) Revising the Ha.ules Component of the Hassles and

Uplifts Scale: Evidence of Validity and Reliability, and (d) a panel discussion

on the need for and feasibility of a Doctoral Program in Psychology at

Memorial University of Newfoundland.

The workshops weTC presented by speakers in the psychology and

counselling field from a wide variety of work settings. This conference

provided the intern with an opportunity to be exposed to the type! of research

going on in Newfoundland and to expand her network of professional contacts.

MalDtaiD.lD1 Loa: and Case FlIes

During the internship, the intern maintained a dally log of ac.tivities

which helped her compile a summary or the activities undertaken and the

amount of time spent on each. Included in this log were reactions to

counselling sessions and the internship iLself. This 101 allowed the intern to
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synthesize her thoughts and feelings and discu~ with her supervisors how

these reactions could be used to enhance her counselling.

As required by the Centre, intake summaries were completed for each

client; these summaries included the presenting problem, the counsellor's view

of the problem(s), and recommended constructive action. rn addition to the

intake summary, lhe intern maintained case tile notes on each session. A

master list of all clients seen was maintained during the internship. This

master list provided a classification of concerns and the dates clients were

seen. This list was submitted to the on-site supervisor at the end of the

semester along with a case summary for each client (see Appendix C for copy

of Case Summary Sheet). The case summaries were completed in the final

week ()f the internship. A total of 47 hours were spent maintaining the log

and case files.

CoDdusloD

This chapter provided a description of the activities undertaken to meet

the goals of the internship. As outlined, the intern participated in a variety of

activities which she feels resulted in a very successful internship.

or all the activities undertaken, the intern reels that the opportunity to

engage in 113 hours or counselling with a variety or client concenu was
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extremely valuable to her professional. growth, tn particular. being able \0

counsel 9 clients for 5 or more sessions, provided the intern with an

opportunity to handle some rather complex cases. The direct supervision by

Counselling ('erltre Faculty has given the counsellor exposure to various

theoretical orientations and has allowed her to refine and develop her

counselling skills. The Counselling Centre supervisors each allowed the intern

to try out different approaches and provided encouragement and guidance.

The placement at the Centre provided an opportunity to gain insight

into the concerns of the student population which included clients from age 18

to 48. The intern also benefited from conducting a research project which

required her to become aware of her reactions to her clients and 10 obtain

feedback from them. The intern has also gained r.rj appreciation for

counselling research.

Overall, the intern feels that this internship provided an excellent

foundation upon which to further build counselling skills; she would highly

recommend this setting to future interns.
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RFSEARCH COMPONENT

introduction

Following a review of the literature on counselling process, discussions

with several professors involved in process research and a former intern who

undertook a similar study, the intern undertook a correlational study involving

counsellor and client ratings of her counselling sessions.

Statement or Purpose

The intern undertook a study with the following intentions:

1. (a) to determine if there is a relationship between counsellor and

client perceptions of each other in the initial counselling session;

(b) to determine if there is a change over time between initial client

and counsellor ratings and subsequent ratings;

2. to determine if there is a relationship between client perceptions

of the counsellor and the perceived age difference between client

and counsellor;

3. to determine if there is a relationship between client perceptions

of the counsellor and same-sex or opposite·sex counsellor/client

dyads; and
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4. 10 determine if there is a relationship bc:twttn client and

counseUor puceptions of C2Ch other and prc:mature termination.

Ilalloaale

Carr (1977) stateJ that in approaching the evaluation of counselling

there are two possibilities: counsellors can use themselves as the main focus,

or they can use the counselling program. He says that by focusing on

themselves counsellors can gain information about their own effectiveness.

The intern was interested in learning more about the counselling

process - how she perceived and was perceived by her clients and the degree

of congruence which exists between these perceptions. Stiles and Snow (1984)

contended that -COrl<:Ordance between perspectives is of special intertst for

counseUors-iM:raining who are trying to learn their effect on c1iclllS· (p• .5).

This study, with the intern herself IS the main focus, has provided valuable

feedback: 00 her relationship with her clients and bow it progressed over time.

Research on counselling process frcquenUy refers 10 the .wmkinl

~ which is also called the working relationship or therapeutic alliance,

and is defined by Kokotovic and Tracey (1990) as "the feeling that both

participants care for each other and that they can and wiU work productively

toward a shared goal- (p. 16). They state that it is aenerally agreed that it
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lakes time to develop a sound working alliance and researchers do not usually

assess it until after the third session. However lhey suggested, that with a

move 10 time-limited counselling, it is logical to establish quick worJdng

aJliances with clients. Kokotovic and Tracey also suggested that the level of

working alliance established in the first session does not necessarily determine

levels of subsequent sessions. Tessler (1915) suggested that independent

variables which affect initial reactions to the counselling relationship may

chlUlge over time. He selected the initial session (or study "because if a

client's initial reactions arc unfavorable, he may nol return to pursue the

coun~JIing relationship; even if he does return, be may no longer be receptive

to innuencc" (p, 187). Brown (1970) stated that counsellors form impressions

about their clients both before and during the counselling process, and these

impressions have an impact on lIle coun~ellor<ii';llt relationship. laCrosse

(1980) found that clients' ratings of their counsellor increased significantly

from pre..counselling to post-counselling.

Since Strong's (1968) suggestion that counselling represents an

interpersonal influence process, a considerab!~ amount of research has been

done in this area. R~':archers and practitioners have begun to recognize the

relationship between s,oeussful counselling outcomes and compatible

counsellor..client pairings (Simons" Helms, 1976). For example, Helms and
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Simons's unpublished study (cited in Simons and Helms, 1975) found that

college students' evaluation of counsellors was influenced by a combination of

the variables -- sex and age. Unfortunately no information was provided on

the criteria used.

According to Lasky and Salomone (1977), "few investigations ha...c

focused on the potential influence of therapist-patient age similarity on the

psychotherapy relationship· (p. 511). They examined therapist-patient age

similarity and therapist status in relation to interpersonal altJaction in the

psychotherapi dyad. They found that age similarity was more relevant for

younger patients whereas therapist status bad greater significance for older

patients. In a review of the research on therapist-patient matching, Lubarsky,

Chandler, Auerback. Cohen and Bachrach (1971) C':'ncluded that "a feeling of

similarity" (p. 153) provided a more significant relationship between the

therapist and the patient. Lasky and Salomone (1971) suggest thai age-related

cues might communicate differences in values, attitudes, and other personal

characteristics which may affect therapy outcome.

Howard, Orlinsky, and Hill (1970) discovered that female clients were

more satisfied with female therapists following therapy. Hill (1975) states thai

many counsellors view il as appropriate to match the sex of client and

counsellor. She says that feminist counselling is based on the premise that
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female counsellors are better able to understand and empathize with female

clients than are male counsellors. Hill examined how the sex of the client and

the sex and experience level of the counsellor affect the client. The results

showed more discussion of feelings by both counsellor and client in same-sex

pairings. Furthermore, inexperienced males and experienced female

counsellors elicited more feelings from their clients than did experienced males

and inexperienced females.

Rating scales have been used to measure various counseUing

characteristics related to both process and outcome (Barak &. LaCrosse, 1975;

Dill-Standiford, Stiles &. Rorer, 1988; Heesackcr & Heppner, 1983; LaCrosse,

1980; Linden, Stone &. Shertzer, 1965; Stiles &. Snow, 1984). A typical way

of using these rating scales is correlationalreseaI'ch.

In this study, the researcher used two rating scales, the Counsellor

Post-Counselling Fonn and Client Post-Counselling Form (CPF), to obtain

both client and self-ratings of the counsellor. They are described in deta.il in

the Instruments section. According to Sheppard (1978) siJ: subscales can be

extracted from each instrument. They arc:

1) liking for c:ounsellorlclient

2) desire to see ..;.ounsellorlclient again

3) estimate of counsellorlch:nt liking for each other
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4) rating of level of understanding felt by counsellor/client

5) rating of counsellor perfonnance by self and client

6) rating of accurate understanding of counsellor by self and client.

SI&Difkance

This study was designed primarily to provide an opportunity to evaluate

the intern's counselling process and to detennine if there was congruence

between her perceptions and those of her clients. As well as being of value to

the intern, the findings on perceptions over time, age, and gender should be of

interest 10 others engaged in process research. The information related to age

and gender may provide the intern with information about the kinds of clienl3

with whom she works the best.

Researm Qucstlom

The intern attempted to answer the foUowing questions through this

study:

1. (a) What is the relationship between the counsellor's and clients'

perceptions of and reactions to the initial counselling session, as

measured by the CPF?
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(b) Which of the six factors measured by the CPF show the

strongest/weakest relationships between counsellor and client

ratings oflhe initial session?

(c) How do the mean ratings on the CPF of the counsellor and

client compare for each of the rated sessions?

(d) Are there changes in mean ratings of the counsellor's and

clients' perceptions over time?

2. What is !.he nature of the relationship between perceived age

difference and client perceptions of the counsellor?

3. What is the nature of the relationship between client perceptions

of counsellor and same·sex or opposite·scx counsellor/client

dyads?

4. What is the nature of the relationship between client and

counsellor perceptions of each other and premature tennination7

LIterature Revie"

The review of the literature will cover research in the area of

counselling as an interpersonal influence process. Studies related to both

counsellor and client perceptions of each other and the counselling session will

be presented in lenns of source char3ctcristics, initial impressions, changes
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over time. premature tennination, and counsellor variables such as age and

Interpersgnal InDgen!;e Proem

Strong's (1968) article on the social influence process, which sparked a

proliferation of research on the counsellor's ability to influence clients, has

been described as a landmark paper on counselling as an interpersonal

influence process (Corrigan, Dell, Lewis &. SChmidt, 1980; Egan, 1990).

Since his article, similar terms have begun appearing in !he literature, such as:

the workjng aI!janee (Bardin, 1979; KokolOvic &. Tracy. 1990), the hc1Rin&

al..liing: (Luborsky, Crits-Christoph, Alexander, Margolis &. Cohen, 1983) Md

the jn1emcrsonaJ jnfluence Process (Heppner &. Dixon, 1981).

According to Bordin (1979), the therapeutic outalme is in a large part

detennined by the strength of the alliance. Bordin sees the working alliance as

including three featum: -an agreement on goals, an assignment of task or a

series of tasla, and the development of bonds· (p. 253). Lubonky ct al.

(1983) usc the term helping alliance which they define as -the patient's

experience of the treatment or the relationship with the therapist as helpflll, or

potentially helpM in achieving the patient's goals· (p. 480).
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Bordin's working alliance differs from Strong's (1968) social influence

on the dimension of mutuality. Berdin's conceptualization of the working

alliance involves collaboration and is based on the degree of concordance

between counsellor and client. Similarly, Gelso and Carter (1985) define the

relationship as "the feelings and attitudes that counselling participants have

toward one another I and the manner in which they are expressed" (p. 159).

If the counselling relationship does not get off to a good start, the poor

working relationship may carry on throughout the sessions and possibly result

in the client not returning (Tessler, 1975; Tryon, 1989), Bordin (1979)

suggested thai premature tennination may be the result of a weak or poor

alliance, while Kokotovic and Tracey (1990) found no relationship after the

first session. According to Kokotovic and Tracey. the big issue in the

relationship between the working alliance and premature termination is that the

relationship may change and develop over lime. They state thai ·the level of

the working alliance established in the first session does not netesSarily have

to detennine the level of subsequenl sessions· (po 21).

Maniali (1984) found that clinical expo.:tations were supported by

lower positive alliance ratings in the earlier sessions than in the final session.

She suggesu that patiellts and therapists typically use the fIrst three to five

sessions to establish the relationship, and if a r~iproca1 bond is established
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through this early interaelion. "then the work of merapy is carried through to a

positive outcome, reflected in the higher final session ratings· (p. 422).

Horvath and Symonds (1991) C(Inducted a meta-analysis of24 studies which

related !he quality of the working alliance to therapy outcome. They found a

moderate but reliable relationship between a good working alliance and a

positive outcome in therapy.

Strong and Mattoss (1973) view the counsellor's power 10 bring about

client change as being a function of the relationship with the client, and this

change is brought about by "the impact of counsellor remarks on clients- (p.

26). Kaschak (1978) found that both therapist and client attributed change 10

different aspects of the relationship. The therapist attributed change in the

clients 10 Ve a result of techniques, supportiveness, and confrontation;

whereas, clients pointed to more general therapist characteristics such as the

therapist being non-judgemental and just having SOI1lOOflC .Y:ith whom to talk.

Strupp and Binder (1984) state that:

Often the therapist is being most helpful when he or she is

receptive, silent, attuned, and trying to understand what the

patient is communicating in symbolic or disguised ways. In

particular, the therapist should resist the compulsion to do

something, especially at those times when he or she feels under
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pressure from the patient (and himself or herself) to intervene,

perform, reassure, and 50 on. Frequently, underestimated is the

degree to which the lherapist's presence and empathic listening

constitute the most powerful source of help and support one

hUl11aJ1 being can provide to another. (p. 41)

Heppner and Heesacker (1983) suggest that enough questions have been

noised by the data from real-life applied settings (laCrosse, 1980; Heppner &

Heesacker, 1982, Z3mostny et aI., 1981) to suggest "thai the influence process

is more complex than previously assumed, and to suggest that other variables

as well as other persuasion models warrant investigation" (p. 38). According

to Davis, Cook, Jennings and Hock (1977), "the general conclusion thai the

dispositions and motives of the counselor do interact with client-related factors

suggest! that the study of counselor variables is crucial (or understanding the

variability in counseling outcome" (p. 476).

cUents' Pen;cplioDS of COUnsellor

Strong (1968) described the following factors, or source characteristics,

eltrapolatcd from social psychology research which he believed contributed to

the counseUor's influence: expertness, attractiveness, trU5tworthiness, and

involvement. Whether or noc a counseUor is viewed as an expert depends
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upon objective evidence such as diplomas, certificates, professional books.

etc., and behavioral evidence which gives lhe client the Impression that Ule

counsellor knows what he/she is doing (Strong, 1968). According 10 Strong,

attractiveness is detennincd by the client's feelings of similarity to,

compatibility with, and liking for the counsellor. He views trustworthiness as

a function ofrepUlation. social role, sincerity, and openness as well as a

"perceiVed lack of motivation for personal gain" (p. 218). Client involvement

refers to the cxtent to which the focus is on the cllent', problem and affected

aspects of his/her life. Strong suggests that the client', involvement can be

enhanced by using exploratory technique.s which keep the focus on the client's

problem as well as techniques such lL! reflection of feeling or accurate

empathy.

According to Strong (1968):

There is a strong interaction between the processes enhancing

client involvement and those enhancing perceived counselor

characteristics. The counselor's communication of therapeutic

undttstanding, nonpoMCSSive warmth, and genuineness and his

smoodmes.s and sclf usurance in gwd.in& the various processes

enhance his perceived expertnesS, trustwonhine$s, and

attractiveness, u ..AI u client involvement. (p. 223)
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Barak & LaCrosse (1975) developed a rating scale to test Strong's

(1968) prediction of the existence of three dimensions of counsellor behavior;

expenness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness. This rating scale consisted of

36 bipolar scales and Wi!! called the Counsellor Rating Form (CRF). Their

study provided support for the existence of lite three dimensiuns and provided

a valuable instrument for further research.

In 1983, Corrigan and Schmidt revised and shortened the CRF (Barak

& LaCrosse, 1975) and created a new version - lhc CounscUor R.i:lting Form

Short (CRF-S). The reliability and validity was tested and found to be

compatible to tile longer CRF. A de!cription of the shortened scale is

provided in Table 4.
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Table 4

~R8!1D' (om Short Vrn10n
(CRF-Sj Corrigan and Schmidt, 1983)

Attractiveness

Expenness

Trustworthiness

Friendly
Likeable
Sociable
Wann

Experienced
"'pen
Propan:d
Skillful

Honest
Reliable
Sincere
Trustworthy

Increasing attention has been given to client perceptions since Strong's

(1968) social influence model of counselling, and there has been a focus in the

research on the role of the perceptual ratings of expertness, attnl.ctiveness, and

trustworthiness (Banikiotes &. Merluz.zi, 1981: Barak &. LaCrosse, 1975;

Corrigan at SChmidt, 1983; Hcesatk.er &. Heppner, 1983; Heppner &. Dixon,

1981; Heppner" Heesacker, 1983: Kerr &. Den, 1976; LaCrosse, 1980;

Lasky &. Salomone, 1m; McKee &. Smouse. 1983; Mcrluzzi. Banikiotes &.

Missbach, 1978; Pea·Baker &. Friedlander. 1987; Wachowiak '" Diu, 1987);

Wills, 1978: Z&nostny, Corrigan" Eggert, 1981).
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Three main categories of cues related to client perceptions have been

identified in reviews of the social innucoc,: process in counsellin& (Carnian et

aI., 1980; Heppner &. Dixon, 1981). They are: 1) CYilkWW- how the

counsellor looks, what helshe wears, how the office is furnished, decor and

location; 2) reputaljonal cUe:! •• information made known about counsellor's

professional and/or social background; 3)~ •• nonverbal and

verbal beha"oiors of the counsellor.

Both the reviews of Corrigan ct aI. (1980) and Heppner and Dixon

(1981) concluded that while much is known about the interpersonal influence

process, the conclusions are limited by methodological issues. Consequently,

Heppner and Heesacker (1982) undertook a study to eurnine the interpersonal

Ifluence process over time using actual counselling semons. They found that

client perceptions of expertness, attractiveness, and lhlStworthiness do change

over time but not in the same direction. Some counsellors were perceived as

significantly increasing in client perceptions of expertness, attractiveness, and

trustworthiness while an almost equal number significantly decreased over time

on the same variables. While there were varying degrees in the ratings, it is

important to note that most counsellors were rated positively at the beginning

and at the end. The findings suggest that, while initial impressions might be

affected by the socially prescribed role that clients usociate with a
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influence perceptions over time. Heppner and Heesacker suggest that

generalizabiHty of their results is limited to counsellors-in-training and to a

relationship developed within seven sessions. Contrary to these findings,

Bachelor (1987) found that clients' perceptions of therapists were relatively

stable throughout 20 sessions,

Heppner and Heesacker (1983) found that specific pre-eounselling client

expectations of counsellor expertness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness were

not highly correlated with perception of the counsellor on the same dimensions

after .several weco of counselling,

laCrosse (1980) found support for his "main hypothesi! mat initial

perceptions of the counselor are positively related to immediate post.-eounsehng

outcomes" with the single most powerful prediction being the client perception

of counsellor expertness (p. 324). An unpredictcd finding from this study was

that the clients' ratings on the CRF increased signifiantly from pre

counselling to post~unselling. laCt'O$SC explains this by using a cognitive

consistency n,odd which "would predict that clients who eaiRed more would

be more likely to attribute high levelJ of expertness, attractiveness and

trustworthiness to their counselor· (p. 325),
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Tessler (1975) proposed that "research dealing with more advanced

phases of counseling relationships should be sensitive to the possibility that the

bases for satisfaction in social relationships tend to change over time" (.0. 191).

He suggests thai there are three possible alternatives related to explaining

changes in the counselling relationship over time. He proposes that

independent variables which affect reactions to the initial counselling

relationship may cease to be important after the first or second session; or,

conversely, some independent variables which are unimportant initially may

assume greater importance over time. The third possibility which Tessler

suggests is that rather than ceasing to ~ important the independent variables

may set the tone for future encounters.

According to LaCrosse (1977) "counseling effectiveness is determined

to a large extent by the client's perceptions of the counselor's behavior" (p.

464). He emphasizes the importance of client feedback: to counsellors·in

training in addition 10 counsellor/supervisor feedback.

Scheid (1976) undertook a study of subjecu' perceptions of the

counsdlor in relation to the counsellor', behavior or the counsellor's status.

His hypothesis that the coun:-.eUor who exhibiu a high level of facilitative

behavior would be viewed more positively than the counsellor exhibiting a low

level was quite stron&ly supported. As well, the status of the counsellor had a
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significant effect on only two measures -- counsellor competence and

counsellor comfort. There was no significant effect on counsellor warmth,

counsellor !:limate, client satisfaction, or general counsellor appeal.

Kokotovic and Tracey (1987) found thai premature terminators wel~

less satisfied with counselling than those who continued, and they also viewed

their counsellors as less e"pert and trustwo~hy. They defined premature

tenninators as those who agreed to return following intake but did not. No

differences were found in client perceptions between those who continued or

dropped out on the dimensions of counsellor attractiveness or client-eounsellor

agreement on identifying the problem.

McNeill, May and Lee (1987) extended Heppner and Heesackec's

(1983) study by examining the premature and successful terminator',

perceptions of counsellors on expertness, attr.u:tiveness, and trustworthiness

and satisfaction with counselling. They defmcd premature terminators -as

clients who initiated their own termination of counseling without the

knowledge or against the advice of the counselor- (p. 86). They found that

those who terminated prematurely found their counsellors less expert,

attractive, and trustworthy than did succcs.sful tenninators and were also less

satisfied with the counselling they received than were successful terminators.
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CQunsellQr's I'tReptlQm of Clients

The results of Brown's (1970) study suggest that counsellor first

impressions, such as personalliling, are related to selC"ted outcomes and

should be considered when matching clients and counsellors. He suggests that

lhere may be implication.\: for c1ient-counsellor assignment and that just as

counsellors refer clients when clear differences in values become apparent, so

too perhaps, should counsellors do the same if their fcc:lings toward the client

are less than warm. He stales that -In such a sitution it is questionable

whether the counselor pursues the relationshi;;. with his typical fervour or

naturalnes.'l- (p. S51).

According 10 Dom (1984) the counseUor's perceptions of the client are

as important 10 the influence process as are the client's perceptions of the

counsellor. According to Gelso and Carter (1985) better results arc achieved

when counsellors work with clients whom they like and with whom they work

well. Scheid (1976) stated that -there is literature to suggest that a counselor's

ability to influence may be as contingent UpoR who he is perceived to be as it

is upon his behavior- (p. 5(4).
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COUnsellor-Client ",rumeQ'

Client and counsellor perceptions of the counselling scssion have been

shown to differ. For example, laCrosse (1977) found no significant

correlation between the ratings of experienced counsellors and their clients on

the dimensions of expertness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness. Stiles and

Snow (1984) reported that there was little relation between novice counsellor's

judgment of session depth and value and their client's evaluations. However,

client reactions could be moderately predicted by the counsellor's comfort in

sessions and post-session positive mood. Lee, Uhlemann, and Haase (198.5)

concluded that both counsellor's and client's perceptions of the interview differ

from one another p1.rticularly in the area of non· vefual behaviors. They

suggest that it is important for beginning counsellors to be aware of

discrepancies between their own and client's perceptions because ·what the

counselors do and what the clients perceive are two different things· (p. 186).

Marziali (1984) studied three viewpoints of the therapeutic alliance by

having patients, therapists, and clinician judges rate the same therapy hours.

Significant correlations were: found between patients', therapists', and judges'

ratings of the patients' positive and negative contributions and the therapists'

positive contributions 10 the re1ati.onshipi however, there was no agreem~nt on

the therap~:--..:.s' negative contributions. Similarly, in a study of therapist
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perceptions of client reactions, Thompson and Hill (1991) found that therapists

were more often accurate at recognizing positive client reactions than negative

reactions.

The results of a study by Hr>renstein, Houston, and Holmes (1973)

showed that counsellors and clients did not agree on the progress made in

therapy. However, the correlation between judge's perceptions and client

perceptions was statistically significant. An explanation given for the

therapist's inaccuracy in judging the progress of thcr.tpy is that their high

motivation to see their clients improve may have caused them to overrate the

effects of their therapy.

Thompson and Hill (1991) suggest that counsellors may not be able to

plan effective interventions if they are unaware of client reactions. In a study

involving 16 therapists who each saw two clients for a single CQunselling

session, therapists reported the same reaction cluster as did their clients in

SO" of the instancc.s. The reaction clusters studied were: 1) supported, 2)

therapeutic work, 3) clla1lenged, 4) negative reaction, and :5) no reaction. The

match rates were highest for therapeutic work: (f,2"), supported (S4~h and no

reaction (46~). Lower match rates were found for negative reaction (27%)

and challenged (14%).
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Dill-Standiford et aI. (1988) found that overall, clients rated the

sessions higher on depth then did their counsellors, and counsellors rated their

feelings following the session as slightly more aroused and positive than their

clients. However, overall, in rating themselves and predicting the others'

ratings on the dimensions of depth and smooUmess, counsellors and clients

were in accord that their sessions were deeper and smoother than they were

shallow or rough. As well they were in agreement on the positivity and

arousal indices that -their mood was more positive and aroused than negative

or quiet- (p. 50).

When counsellors rated their clients post-session mood positively, (Dill·

Standiford et aI., 1988) there was a tendency for clients as a group to also rale

the counsellor's post-session mood positively. Another finding was that there

tended to be agreement between counsellors and clients on which clients had

smoother sessions,

In a review of factors influencing the outcome of psychotherapy,

Luborsky et at. (1971) ewnined the effect of therapist-c;lient similarity and

found a positive relationship between similarity and outcome in 9 out of 14

studie.'. The typc3 of similarity included social class, interests, values, and

orientation to interpersonal values. TIleY state that, •A feeling of similarity

seems to provide a more significant relationstlip between the therapist and
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patient and therefore, a better outcome to lreatment- (p. 153). Tessler (1975)

found similar results in his work. However, Howard, Orlinsky. and Hill

(1970) found evidence that some patients are satisfied with a counsellor whose

personal characteristics are similar to theirs, while others found the least

satisfaction with a similar therapist. According to Wills (1978) there is

evidence that helping professionals have difficulty maintaining positive regard

for clients who are very dissimilar.

In a recent study, Berry and Sipps (1991) suggested thai in situations

where the client has low self-esteem similarity to tht'i counsellor may result in

premature termination. Their results supported the idr-.~ that a client who

devalues him or herself is likely to devalue the same aspects of the counsellor

who may be similar, They suggest that counsellors who become aware of a

low level of self-esteem in their clients should be cautious of self-disclosure

which might lead the client to devalue the counsellor and result in premature

tcrminati?n.

Ace lad CllcpllCougsllor Prn:cptION

Lasky and Salomone (1917) found that psychiatric in-patients under 30

years of age rated younger counsellors as mo~ attractive to them; whereas, in

patients over 30 showed no significant differenc:es in their attraction ratings of
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younger 'IS. older counsellors. Similarly, Heppner and Dixon (1981) state that

while no conclusions could be drawn from their review of the literature about

the effect of the age of the counsellor on perceived counsellor altractivencJS, a

preliminary finding suggests that the effect of age may be more important for

clients under 30 years of age.

Karasu, Stein, and Charles (1979) found that therapists !lad a

preference for treating those in younger age groups and ~the closer the age of

the lhempist to the depressed patient, the greater the correlation in ratings and

the greater the likelihood of the patient remaining in treatment- (p. 103).

Results of an investigation by Simons and Helms (1976) of women's

preferences for counsellors on a number of variables •• marital status, age, and

sex _. suggested that women seek counsellors who arc older than themselves.

Both college and non-college women preferred women counsellors who were

in the 35-45 and the 55--6.5 age range while non-wUege women had a

preference for the oldest group :5:5-65.

Errertlj or CoyQ¥!I0[ Geuder

A review of the literature on the effccts of counsellor gender on the

therapeutic alliance showed equivocal results. A study undertaken to

determine if the Xll of the therapist had any diJt:,ct impact on the treatment
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process (Orlinsky & Howard, 1976) fou'ld thai -fifteen of the 46 dimensions

of patient experience showed some statistically significant difference simply as

a function of the sex of the therapist- (p, 84).

In a factor analysis of patient-interview items. Jones and Zoppel (1982)

showed that women therapists fonned more effective therapeutic alliances than

did male therapists; however, both male and female clients of male counsellors

reported that therapy caused a significant improvement.

Simons and Helms (1976) found that non-college women subjcc15

viewed female counsellors as better able to understand their problems and

reported greater ease of expression and comfort with women. Both college

and non-eollege women anticipated that ·women counselors would be superior

to men in all area1 measured- (p. 386) by the study.

Merluzzi. et aI. (1978) conducted an analogue study on the effects of

counsellor sex (male or female), experience (~pert or non-expert), and self

disclosure level (low or high) in relation to perceived expertness,

attractiveness, and trustworthiness. They found that female expertS were rated

as more expert than female non-expens, bUI there was no difference in the

ratings of male experts and non-expens. The authors stale thai these results

may suggest that str.reotypic impressions of women may have been a factor in

subjects attributing more expertness to female expert counsellors and less to
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non-expert female counsellors. A woman with substantial credentials may be

assumed by subjects to be substal\tially better than her male counr..:rparts, or a

woman with no credentials may be seen as much less competent than a man

who also lacks credentials. Merluzzi et aI. (1978) also found an interaction

based on sex of the counsellor. Low disclosing female counsellors were rated

as morc truSlWonhy than high-disclosing female counsellors.

Simons and Helms (1976) state that the majority of studies up to that

time have found that women clients and/or students prefer male counsellors.

Similarly, in an analogue study oonducted by Feldstein (1982) results indicated

that both males and female.!. prefer male counsellors. The author suggests that

-this finding appears to be an example of students' traditional sex role beliefs K

(p. 420). Male counsellors received higher credibility scores than did female

counsellors. However, students showed a strong preference for feminine

counsellors regardless of sex. This is consistent with the sex role stereotype of

the counsellor who is a helper or good listener. According to Feldstein the

preferred counsellor ·appears to be one who is warm, supportive. feelings

oriented and empathic· (p. 420). These traiLS are particularly important in the

early stages of counselling, and Feldstein suggests that because these students

rated the initial counselling session these traiLS may have taken on greater

importance.
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Kaschak (1978) found that clients were most responsive to same-sex

therapists and asserted that same·seJ[ pairs are mosllikely to result in a

positive therapeutic outcome. In her 1979 study Feldstein attempted to provide

empirical data to support the feminist argument for same-sex pairings in

counselling, but her findings did not support this argument. In fact male

subjects reported greater satisfaction and a higher level of counsellor regard

with feminine counsellors than masculine counsellors regardless of the

counsellor's sex. In contrast, female subjetts reported greater satisfaction and

higher counsellor regard with masculine counsellors regardless of the

counsellor's sex.

Howard ct aI. (1970) studied the extent to which personal

characteristics of patients and therapists influenced patient satisfaction.

Patients were all females, classified by age, marital status, and parental status,

while the therapists were classified by sex in addition to these variables. This

resulted in 56 possible patient therapist combinations. The overall finding was

that female patients generally found psychotherapy with female therapists to be

more satisfactory than with male therapists.

Hill (1975) found that clients of female counsellors reported more

satisfaction with the session than did clients of male counsellors. She also

found that both inexperienced male and female counsellors were most empathic
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sex clients. Hill's explanation for this was that counsellors who are just

learning the skills may be better able to identify with persons who have had

simiJa; experiences. However, Hill cautions that discretion be exercised in

applying these data to the counselling situation and that it might be more

fruitful to use this data to create an awareness among counsellors ~that they do

act differently with different clients and that this does affect the process of

counseling~ (p. 10).

Orlinslcy and Howard (1976) found that while for many patients the sex

of the therapist was irrelevant their analysis suggests that single women and

women with depressive reactions found more support and satisfaction with

women therapists.

Banikiotes and Merluzzi (1981) found that subject's ratings of comfon

in disclosing were greater with female rather than male and greater with

egalitarian rather than traditional counsellor. Female egalitarian counsellors

were perceived as the moJt expert while female traditional counsellon were

perceived as least expert.

In a study by Dlier, Atkinson, and Geer (1987), the feminine SCI role

was rated higher for personal concerns than the masculine sex role. While the

converse was found for assertiveness concerns.
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Tryon (1986) examined the relations among various client and

counsellor charACteristics and engagement in counselling for more than one

session after illaJce. There was no relationship between sex of counsellor and

whether or not clients returned for another session, and there was no

significant relationship between client engagement and same-sex or opposite

sex pairs.

In a university counselling centre, Betz and Sh.uUman (1979) found that

clienls of both sexes were significantly less likely to return following intake if

interviewed by a male counsellor. As well, clients referTCd by a male intake

counsellor to a male counsellor were significantly leu likely to return than

were clients .seen by and/or referred to female counsellors.

While the results on return rate and counsellor gender found by

Krauskopf, Baumgardner, and Mandracchia (1981) were in the same direction

as those found by Betz and Shullman (1979), they were not significant.

Epperson's (1981) results in a replication and extension of Betz and

Shullman's (1979) study found the opposite effect·· male counsellors had a

higher return rate than female counsellors.
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The review of the literature has included studies relaled 10 the

interpersonal innuence proceu. Studies which eumincd counsellor and client

perceptions of each other in relation to source characteristics, initial

imprtSSions, and changes over time were included. In addition, studies which

considered the relationship between counsellor and client perceptions and

premature termination were reviewed as well as studies related to the effects of

counsellor age and self..

The literature review revealed that the counsellor/client relationship is a

complex subject it.volving a \'andy of variables. While several studies

showed that counseJlon and c1ienu generally differ in their perceptions of each

other and the coWlselling session on a number of dimensions (Horenstein,

Houston &: Holmes, 1973; LaCrosse, 1m; Lee, Uhlemann &. Haase, 1985;

Stiles &: Snow, 1984), ochers found that there was agreement on the therapists'

positive contributions but not on their negative contributions (Maniali, 1984;

Thompson" Hill, 1991). In all but one study (Bachelor, 1987), client

perceptions were found to chanee over time but not necessarily in the same

direction (Heppner" Heesacktr, 1982; Heppner" Heesackcr, 1983;

laCrosse, 1980). Findings of studies related to premature termination
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consistently showed that premature terminators were less satisfied with

counselling than SUCCl,;ssful terminators (KokOlovic & Tracey, 1987; McNeill,

May & Lee, 1987).

Client and counsellor perceptions of each other were shown to be

influenced by variables such as age and sex. While the literature showed few

sludies related to the effects of age on client/counsellor perceptions, two

studies indicated that this effect may be more imponant for clients under 30

years of age (Heppner & Dixon, 1981; Lasky & Salomone, 1917). A large

body of literature existed on the effects of counsellor gender and the

therapeutic alliance, however the studies showed equivocal results. The

complexity of the variables involved is demonstrated by the findings of

Orlinsky and Howard (1976) which showed statistically significant differences

on 15 of 46 dimensions of patient experience as a function of the sex of the

therapist.

In view of the wealth of research on the social influence process, Gelso

and Carter's (1985) description of the relationship between counsellor and

client as -an elusive, sometimes mystical, frequently debatable, and always

interesting uJ)CCt of the psychotherapy enterprise- (p. 155) seems apropos.
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MethodolO&)'

The methodology was similar to Short's (1991) siudy. This study was

conducted at the Memorial University Counselling Centre with the intern',

clienlS who save informed consent. Both the inlem and the client rated their

perception of and reactions to the initial, third, and fifth sessions using a

Client and Counsellor Post-Counselling Form (CPF) as adapted from Sheppard

(1978) by Short (1991). These forms are included in Appendix. D. In addition

to the client form, following the mitia! session only clients were asked to

provide infonnation regarding perceived age difference between client and

counsellor and to indicate client gender (see App(n(1ix E).

Subjects

'The subjects were clients seeking lXlUnsdling at the Memorial

University Counselling Centre during the period of the internship. At the

beginning of the Wti3J session, the intern asked clienlS to participate in an

anonymous evaluation of the counselling provided by the intem. Clients were

asUd to sign an informed consent form (see Appendix F). Twenty-nine of the

intern's 30 clients met the criteria for participation in the study. The criteria

was simply that the client had not been previously c:ounstlled by lhe inlem and

was willing to give infonned consent. One client was ucluded because he had
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been counselled by the intern in the preceding semester. All of those meeting

the criteria agreed to pmicipate. A summary of client characteristics is

provided in Table 5.
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Tab5e5

smlMARY OF CLIENT CHARACTER.ISnCS BY
AGE, SEX, MARITAL STATUS AND WH£11IER

FROM A RURAL COMMUNITY OR URBAN CENTRE

..............

..............

..................

...............................
Note: D. ",,28 - onc female {rom in urban c:entle in the age range or 21 ~2S did

not provide information on marital status.
'Rural and urban were not defined but left 10 the client',
interpretation.
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CounseUor

The intern conducted the counselJin& sessions during her three month

internship at the Counselling centre and analyzed the results following the

experience. She applied the slcills learned from Gerard Egan's counselling

model. A summary of Egan's (1990) model is presenled in Table 6.

Instruments

The instruments used were the Counsellor Posi-Counselling Form and

the CHen! Posi-Counselling Ponn which were adapted by Short (1991) from

Sheppard (1918) for use in a similar study. Sheppard (personal

communication, January 31, 1992) has supported the continued use of the

adapted version. The CPF consists of two rating forms each containing 20

statements describing feelings about the perceptions of the counselling session.

The responses are recorded on the form using a scale from onc to six which

ranges from strongly disagrccto~. Sheppard (1978) reported

splil-half reliability CO':fficients of .86 for the Counsellor Post-Counselling

Form and of .82 for the Client Post-Counselling Form. The scale for each

form can be broken down into six corresponding factors as shown in Table 7.

However. the reader is cautioned to be alen to the fact that these factors

described by Sheppard and presented in Table 7 were not factor analyzed.
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Table 6 (Egan, 1990)

Egan's CQugsdUng Model

Stage I: Present scenario: identifying and clarifying problem situations

and unused Dpportunities.

Slep I-A:

Slep 1-8:

Step I-e:

helping clients tell their stories

identifying and challenging blind spots

search (orleveRgc.

Stale D: Preferred scenario:

Step II-A: helping clients develop a range of possibilities for

a better future

Step II-8: helping clients translate preferred scenario

possibilitie.~ into viable agendas

Step H-C: helping clienLs identify incentive.! which will

enable commitment.

Staae m: Fonnulating Strategies and Plans:

Step m-A: helping clients brainstorm a range of strategics for

implementing agendas

Step II1-B: helping clients choose a set of agendas that fit

best
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Step w-e: helping clients formulate a plan for accomplishing

the goals of the preferred scenario.



Table 7 (Taken from Short, 1991)

[adoD or tbe CouMellorlClleot Pgst. Cgu.mOI Form (CPEl
(Adapted/rom SMppard. 1978)

Factors Couose11or Post- CUenl Post-
Coun.c..i:li.nt Fonn Counsellin& Fonn

Factor 1 Counsellor liking for Client liking for
client (Items 1,3,18, counsellor (Items I, 18)
19)

Factor 2 Counsellor <Wiire to see Client desire to see
client again (Items 2. 7, counsellor again (Items
12) 5,8,10)

Factor 3 Estimate of client liking Estimate of counsellor
for counsellor (Items 4, liking for client (Items
9, 15,16) 7,14)

Factor * Counsellor rating of Client rating of level of
level of undccslanding understanding felt by
felt by client (Items 17, counsellor (Items 2. 6)
20)

FactorS Counsellor rating of Clienl rating of
own performance counsellor performance
~..nu 6, 10, 11) (Items 12. 17, 19, 20)

Factor 6 CounseUor rating of Client rating of
accurate undetstanding counsellor accurate
(Items 5, 8,13) understanding (Items

11,13,15)
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Included with the Client POst-Counselling Fann w.as a cover sheet

(Appendix G) outlining the instructions (Short, 1991) and assuring clients of

anonymity. A separate sheet requesting personal infonnation was used

following the initial session only (Appendix E).

Procedure

Client's RespQoslbmfy

Those who agreed completed the Client Post-Counselling Form

immediately following the first, third. and fifth sessions and

provided the personal infonnation following the first session

only.

2. The client returned the form to the receptionist before leaving.

Inlem's RemoMlblllty

Before the start of the study, the intern identified the three sets

of the counsellor and client forms by noting the number of the

session -- first, third, or fifth on Ihe top right hand comer of

each form. These forms were placed in the files to be used for

each client, along with lb·:" form requesting the personal

infonnation.
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2. At the beginning of the initial smion, the intern advised the

client of the purpose of the study and his/her responsibility, if

he/she agreed to participate. Following the explanation, the

intern obtained the client's permi~ion lUld collected the signed

consent form (see Appendix F).

3. The intern provided the client with the forms following the first,

third, and fifth session and instructed the client 10 complete the

form in the reception area. Following the first session only, the

cli'.J.l1 was asked to provide information on perceived age

diffr.rence between self and counsellor and to state his/her

gender.

4. The intern completed lhe Counsellor Post-Counselling Form

immediately following the first, third, and fifth sessions and

returned it to the receptionist.

5. Upon completion of the study, the intern collected the files

containing the coded rating scales.

RC«Qlioabt" Rf$P9oslbUUy

I. The rteeptionist deposited completed. CPF forms into a

confidential file.
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2. This confidenlial file remained locked in the receptionist's desk

until the end of the semester.

3. At the end of the semester, the receptionist coded the CPF's for

each client before handing them over 10 the intern.

Limitations of Study

The following is a list of limitations of the internship study:

A small sample, from a university counselling centre, of 29

clients and one counsellor as weU as the reductions in sample

size from 29 in the first session to 13 in the third ~ion and 8

in the fifth session make it difficult to make generalizations

about the results.

2. The small number of cases may have accounted for the lack of

significance for prematun: tenninators.

3. Reasons for premature termination are not known.

4. Although participants could opt out of the study, they may have

been influenced by the counseUor's asking them to participate.

S. in spite of being assured anonymity, clients may have wanted to

please the c"unsellor.
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6. Seeing a counsellor·in·lra.ining may have influenced client

responses.

7. The factors as described in this study were not arrived al by

analysis and therefore are not necessarily true factors in a

statistical sense.

8. In drawing conclusions about same-sex and opposite-sex

counsellor/client dyads, it should be noted thai there were no

same-sex dyads for males.

9. The ambiguity of several of the statements on the CPF may

have resulted in different interpretations.

Au.lysls

Analysis involved correlational methods and descriptive statistics using

the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS·X). Negatively worded

items were reverse scored for the correlational analysis. calculation of means

and standard deviations, and the one-way analy:Jis of variance.

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients WCTC calculated for

all items on the CPF completed by both the counsellor and client on the initial

session and between the corresponding six (actors on the CPF. Further

analysis of data involved !he calculation of means and standard deviations for
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each of the six factors on the CPF for the first, third, and fifth sessions, and

paired sample (-tests to determine changes over time.

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine

the nature of the relationship between perceived age difference and client

perceptions. Means and standard deviations wm calculated by gender for

each of the six ractors of the Client Post-Counselling Form to detennine the

nature of the relationship between same-sex and opposite-sex counsellor/client

dyads.

Correlational anaJysis was conducted between counsellor and client

ratings of clients who luminated prematurely. Further analysis of this dala

was conducted to determine the percentage of premature tenninators rated

negatively by the counsellor on the initial session as wen as the percentage of

premature tenninators who rated the counsellor negatively.

Additional analysis involved frequencies and pen:entages of counsellor

and client ratings for the 20 items of the CPF.

R",,1ts

The intern attempted to answer four main research questions relalcd to

counsellor and client perceptions as measured by the CPF. Each of these

questions is stated below and following each question the results are presented.
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However, before presenting the results, two caveats are in order •• one in

relation to the number of cases and the other regarding the usage of the term

l'ioIl><.

Wl1ile there were a total of 29 clients who attended the first session, a

number of clients failed to respond kl various questions resulting in missing

data. To allow proper data analysis, the number of counsellor responses for

each item of the Counselling Post·Counselling Form was reduced to match the

number of client responses as shown in the various tables. A total of 13

clients completed the Client }lost·Counseliing Form after the third session, and

8 clients completed the Client Post-Counselling Form after the fifth session,

resulting in a reduction of t}t..•lUmber of cases over time. Missing responses

on these forms further reduced the number of cases.

The reader should keep in mind that the .Eakl2n first described in Table

7 (p. 71) and presented in subsequent tabies were not obtained using factor

analysis but represent a logical method of grouping responses.

It should also be not".ed that the terms in1ml and~ are used

interchangeably throughout the remainucr of this paper.

Question lea). What Is the relatIonship between tbe counsellor's and

clients' perreptioDS or and readlons to the lnJtlal counseUinI

session, as measured by the em
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To answer this question, Pearson Proouct Moment Correlation

Coefficients were cah.:ulated for all items completed by both the counsellor and

the diem on the initial session (Table 8) and between the six factors on the

Counsellor and Client Post-Counselling Forms. (Note: n ranges from 23-29

for the initial session).



Table 8

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COUNSELLOR AND CLIENT RATINGS
OF INITIAL SESSION ON CPF

---'Al:IQ&L

CounsdlorPo6t- Client Post-
Coumdli"l Fonn CounsdIinc Form

Panon Pruduct
MomenlCorrehlliun

Cuef'lidcnl

Counsellor likine for
client

Counsellor desire to see
clientaaaila

EslilTlilte of client likiDl
forcolllllellor

Counsellor rating of
leve1ofuodel$Wldinl
felt by c1ie:ol

Counsellor ratille ofoW'D
performance

COIIDSCIlorratineof
accurate- Ulldc:Bwadine

CPF(aUilcUNI)

Clientlikine for
collllKllor

Clienldesire 10 see
COUllIeUorillaila

EatiaweofcollllKllor
likinefor clielll

ClielllraLin,o£levclof
undmtandioa fell by
COIlllllellor

Clielltratilleof
COIlllSellorperformance

dieotratirt,of
COUMCilloralXURtc
uodentaDdine

CPP(aIlilc~1

28

28

28

25

28

.284

.290

.491··

Note: Variance in Dis because of missing data.
"'12<.05....... 12<.01. "·12<.001
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When counsellor/client perceptions for all items of the initial session

were compared, a significant correlation was found ([=.491, g<.OI). Four

of the six factors show a significant positive correlation between counsellor

and client ratings. Significant correlations were found between Factor I,

counsellor and client ratings of liking (or each other ([=.348, g< .05); Factor

3, counsellor and client estimates of liking by the other (r=.326, p< .05);

Factor 4, counsellor and client ratings of level of understanding felt by each

other ([=.505. ~< .01); and, Factor 6, counsellor and client ratings of

counsellor accurate understanding (r=.698, g< .(01).

Question 1(b): Which of the six factors measured by the CPF show

the stronaestlweakest relationship between C(lunseUor and client

ratine.s of the iJljtial session?

The correlations revealed the strongest relationship on the initial session

(Table 8) existed between counsellor and client ratings of accurate

understanding ([=.698, g:< .001). Table 8 shows that the weakest relationship

on the initial session existed between counsellor and client desire to see each

other again.

Question lee). How do the mean ratings 00 the CPF ror the

c:ounseUor and c:Ueol c:ompare ror each or tbe rated sessions?



Comparisons of counsellor and dient ratings on the CPF were done

through I-test analysis to detennine if one group mean differed significantly

from another. As shown in Table 9. a comparison of means for the first

session shows a significant difference for Factor 1, liking for each other, U28l

= 10.69, U<.05; Factor 2, desire to see each other again, t(21) "" -2.26,

R< .OS); Factor 3, estimate of liking by the other, 1.(25) "" 16.80, R< .05; and

Factor 5, rating of counsellor's perfonnance, I (24) "" -9.5So.J!< .05.

A comparison of means (or the third session, shows a significant

difference (or Factor I, liking (or each other, L(12) =5.74, g< .05; Factor 3.

estimate of lileing by the other, L(l2) .. 19.35,11:< .05; and Factor 5, rating

of counsellor's performance,l (10) "" -4.42,..»<.05.

On the fifth session, there were significant differences on Factor 1,

liking for each other, U7) = 3.26, 11< .05; Factor 3, estimate of lileing by the

other (1(7)-19.09,11< .OS) and Factor 5, rating of counsellor's performance, 1

(6) = -8.23, ,< .05.
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Question I(d): Are there chaRles 10 mean raUnp of (he tounsellor's

and c.lients' perceptions over lime?

To answer this question, results will be presenh.'d for counsellor IOllings

over time followed by client ratings over time.

Counsellor RallORs Oyer Time

As shown in Table 10, the counsellor estimate of client liking for the

counsellor, Factor 3, indicated there were significant differences between the

means from the fi~t to the third session, 1-(12) = ·3.07, 11<,05; from the tirst

to the fifth session, L(7) "" -3.55,11< .OS; and from the third to fifth session, j

(7) = -2.43, ~<.05.

On Factor 4, there was a significant di£ferenre from the first to fiflh

session in the r.ounsellor's rating of level of understanding felt by the client, 1

(1) =-2.81, 11< .OS. Factor S, rating of counsellor's performance showed a

significant difference from the first to the fifth session; U7) = -3.72,11<.05;

and from the third to fifth session. L(7) = -3.32, 11< .05.



Table 10

COMPARISON OF COUNSELWR RATINGS ON SIX FACTORS
MEASURED BY COUNSELWR POST·COUNSELLING FORM - OVER TIME
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Cllegt Ratings _ Oyer 11ml'

As shown in Table 11, there was a significant difference between

means from the third to the fiftti session on Factor 5, the client's rating of

counsellor performance, L(S) "" -2.74,11:< ,(r.i.

There were also significant differences on Factor 6, client ratings of

counsellor accurate understanding from the first to third session, 1..(10) = .

2.39,12< .OS and from the first to the fifth session, 1 (6) .. -2.52, 11< .05.
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Table 11

COMPARISON OF CLIENT RATINGS ON SIX FACTORS
MEASURED BY CLIFJIrI'T POST-COUNSELLING FORM - OVFR TIME
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Question 2: What Ls the nature or the relalionshlp between

perceived aie difference and tUent perteptions of the tounsellor1

In order to examine the nature of the relationship between perceived

age difference and diem perceptions of the counsellor, a one-way analysis of

variance (ANOYA) was conducted between client ratings and perceptions of

the counsellor as being older, younger, or about the same age as the client.

However, the analysis showed no significant differences in client perceptions

based upon age perception of the counsellor.

or the 29 clients, 2 perceived the counsellor to be younger, 22

perceived the counsellor to be older, and S perceived that the counsellor was

about the same age as they were. Twenty-three (79.3%) of the clients were

accurate in estimating to which category the counsellor's age belonged. The

counsellor was, in fact, older than 27 of her clients and younger than 2.

Question 3: What is the nature or the relatlonmip between d'ent

perceptions or COUBSeUor aDd SUDMeX or opposite-sex

couoseUor/cUeDt dyads?

In order to examine the nature of the relationship between client

perceptions and same·sex or oppositc·sex counsellor/client dyads, l·test

analysis was perfonned for each factor on the Client posl·Counselling Fonn.

The results are summarized in Tables 12, 13, and 14. Table 13 shows a
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significant difference for female client (same-sex dyads) ratings for Factor 4,

the level of understanding felt by the counse!_~nr, Ul1) = -2.55.11<.05; and

Factor 6, the counsellor's accurate understanding, 1 (11) = -2.38,11< .05. on

the third session. In both cases the differences are significanUy higher for

same·sex dyads.
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TableU

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEAN RATINGS FOR SAME..SEX AND OPPOSITF.-8EX
COUNSELLOR/CLIENT DYADS FOR SIX FACTORS Pt1EASURED BY

CLIENT POST..coUNSELUNG FORM

SESSION I

Gender X SD d' 'I,
Factor 1

Client liking for counsellor Male 11 5.59 0,44
0.37 27 .718

Female 18 5.50 0.75

Factor 2
Client desire to see counsellor Male 11 5.21 0.67
again O.OS 26 .9'7

Female 17 5.20 0.82

fador J
Estimate of counsellor liking Male 10 5.00 O.SS
forclien! -<l.97 2• .30

Female 16 5.28 0.63

Factor 4
Client rating of level of Male 11 '.55 1.37
understanding felt by -1.26 26 .220
counsellor Female 17 5.18 1.25

Factor 5
Client rating of counsellor Male 10 5.21 0.61
performance -<l.21 23 .806

Female 15 5.33 0.93

raciar'
Client ratillg of counsellor Mal. 10 4.03 0.40
accurate understanding -<l.15 2• .883

Female 16 '.06 0.53

Note: Male "" Opposite-Sex CouRJellor/Client Dyads
Female = same-Sex Counsellor/Client Dyads



Table 13

DIFFERENCE BE1WEEN MEAN RATINGS FOR SAM&SEX AiID OPPOSITE-SEX
COUNSELLOR/CLIENT DYADS FOR SIX FACTORS MEASURFD BY

CLIENT POST-COUNSEUJNG FORM

S>:SSION 3

Gt!nder X SO dl sll

Fador 1
Client liking for counsellor M.I, 5.80 0.45

1.02 11 .33\
Female 5.3\ 1.00

Factor 1
Client desire to see counstlior M.I, 5.53 0.56
again 0.90 10 .388

Fem~ 5.05 1.10

Fador 3
Estimate of counsellor liJring M>Ie 5.30 0.67
for clie:tlt 0.72 1\ .485

FemaIc 4.94 0.98

Factor 4
Client rating of kvel of M.Io •.10 1.2~

undentanding felt by -2.55· 1\ .027
counsellor FemaJ, 5.50 0.71

Fador!
Client rating of counsellor M.I, 5.56 0.43
perfonnancc 0.81 .435

Female 4.82 1.75

Factor 6
Client rating of counsellor M.I, 4.07 0.43
accurate understanding -2.38' 11 ,036

Female 4.58 0.35

Note: Male = Opposite-Sex Counxl1or/<.."lient Dyads
Female = Same-Sex Counsdlor/Clie:tlt Dyads

-g<.OS
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Table 14

DlFTERENCE BETWEEN MEAN RATINGS FOR SAMESEX AND OPPOSITE-SEX
COUNSELWRICLIENT DYADS FOR SIX FACTORS MEASURED EY

CLIENT POST·COUNSELLING FORM

SESSIONS

Geuder N X SO de si.

Factor 1
Client liking for counsellor Mol. 6.00 0.00

Female 5.88 0.50

Factor :2
Client desire to see counsellor Mol. 5.58 0.32
again 0.54 .615

Female 5.33 O.~

Factor 3
Estimate of counsellor liking Mol. 5.38 0.75
for client 0.37 .722

Female 5.13 1.11

Factor 4
Client rating of level of Mole 4.25 1.50
understanding felt by -1.39 £ ,215
counsellor Female 5.50 1.00

Factor S
Client rating of counsellor Mole 5.88 0.14
performance 1.10 5 .322

Female 5.58 0.52

Factor 6
Client rating of counsellor Mole 4.17 0.43
ac(;urale understanding -<).36 6 .730

Female 4.25 0.17

Note: Male - Opposite-Sex Counsellor/Client Dyads
Female "" Same-Sex Counsellor/Client DyadJ

•• Htst not possible
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Question 4; What Is the nature of the rtlalioMblp between client

and touGkUor perttp(ioos or eadl. oth.:r and premature

tennioaUoo!

Correlational analysis of counsellor and dient respon~ for four dients

who tenninatcd prematurely showed no significant results. Premature

terminators were defined as clients who failed to return for a scheduled.

appointment. Even though one cannot dr.aw any definite conclusions based on

such a small sample, the intern thought it might contribute to her

self-undersWiding to determine wllat percentage t)f clients responding

negatively on items on the initial session were premature terminaten. It might

also be helpful to see wllat percentage of dients, for whom the oounser.or

responded negatively, mi&ht bave terminaic:d early. The intern defUltS a

negative resporue as being in the disagree range (1-3) for positively worded

items and in the qrte range (4-6) (or negatively worded items.

Table IS shows l breakdown o( the number of negative rcsporues by

clients (or each item, the number of negative responses given by premature

terminators, and the ratio between the two. Table 16 shows a similar

breakdown for the counsellor. One comparison on Table IS which stands out

is on Item 12, where two clients who initially agreed that they might fmd it



easier 10 discuss feelings if they had another counsellor, both (100%)

prematurely terminated.
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Tahle 15

NEGATIVE CLIF.NT RESPONSES
AND RElATIONSHIP wnu PREMATURE TERMINATION
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Tahle 16

NEGATIVE COUNSELWR RESPONSES
AND RELATIONSHIP Willi PREMA111RE TERMINATION
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As can be observed from Table 16, 50% of the intern's clients whom

she rated negatively on Item I, -I like this client more than most I have had

were premature terminators. It was also observed that 60% of those clients.

for whom the counsellor wanted to feel more warmth and acr..eptance towards

(Item 18), were premature terminators, as wert 20% of those whom the

counsellor felt she would Rot like socially if first mel in that capacity (Item

19).

Additional Ana1nLs _ OreAl! FerUngs IUd Read!oQ.S

In addition to answering the research questions, the intern lhought it

would be valuable to examine the clients' and counsellor'5 feelings and

reactions to the initial session as Short (1991) did. These findings will be

presented by discussing the fifth question in two parts.

Question Sea). What are the ounU fetUap IIId reactions of the

cUeot toward the couDSeUor aftu the lnIt1aJ sessloa u measured by

the CUent .r:~-CoIiMeIllDI Form?

This question was answered by analyzing in descriptive terms each of

the 20 items on the Client Post-eounselli.ng Form. This was done by

calculating response rates which are presented in Table 17. The intern will

highlight a number of items which caught bet attention.



Table 11

DlSllUBUTlON OF CLIDI'T RESPONSES ON ITEMS OF mE
CLIENT POST-COUNSE1LING FORM
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Note: The items marked with an asterisk (-) are negatively worded. Percentages are
rounded to one place after the decimal point.
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As shown in Table 11, all (100~) clients disagreed with Item 8. "I see

no point in seeing this counsellor again,· and all disagreed with Item 18 which

stated "I guess I didn't like this counsellor very much." On Items I, S, 7, 13,

17 and 19, all but I (96.6%) of the clients rated the counsellor favorably.

11Iese items included having a warm feeling for the counsellor, looking

forward to talking to the counsellor again, feeling that the counsellor regards

the client as a likeable person, feeling understood by the counseHor even when

not expressing oneself well, viewing the counsellor as having a lot on the ball,

and recommending the counsellor to a friend who needed help.

There was considerable spread on client ratings for Item 6, "At times

this counsellor seemed confused about what I was trying to say." Six clients

agreed with this statement with two strongly agreeing. However, on a similar

statement for Item 15, "The counsellor often misunderstood whatt was trying

to say,· three clients agreed and only one ofthese~.

Nine clients (34.6~) disagreed with the Item 9 statement, -I wish I had

friends who were as understanding as this counsellor. - However, only 4

clients (14.3") agreed with Item 2, -This counsellor must have realized that

she didn't understand me very well- and one client (3.6") disagreed with Item

13, -It SoOCmed that the counseUor understood me even when I didn't express

myself very well. -
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On Item 16, -It was easier for me to talk with this counsellor lhan most

other people.· 8 clients (28.645) responded from .sli&hJ, to~

~. On a similar statement. Item 3, -There are other people I

would feel it much enier to l2lk to; S clients (17.9~) agreed with 1 slightly

agreeing and 4 moderately agreeing.

Question 5(b): What are tbe onraU reellnp and reactIons of the

counsellor toward the tUent .ner the lnltlal session as measured by

the Counsellor Post~CouDSelUn&Form.

To answer this question, the intern calculated her l'C£ponse rates, which

are presented in Table 18. (or each of the 20 items on the Counsellor Post

Counselling Form. A number of items which appeared noteworthy an:

presented below.

An examination of w intern', perceptions of the initial c:oun.selling

session showed six of the items produced little scatter. For example in

response to the statement, Item 2, -I look forwaffl to talking to this ,.lient

again,. the inlml indicaIed 86.6" agreement (Table 18). She w=d with Ihis

statement for 26 clients and~ with the statement twice and

IDodc[j!!C!Y djHgrmt once. Generally, the intern rated the following items

positively: getting interested in her clients, believing thai her clients would



want to continue in counselling, and believing that her clients felt she was

doing a good job of understanding them.
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Table 11

DISTRIBUTION OF COUNSELlOR RESPONSES ON ITEMS OF mE
COUNSELLOR POST-COUNSELLlNG FORM
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Scatter was observed on 8 items where the intern's ratings fell in all six

categories. For example on the statement, Item 10, "I found it easier to

respond to whatlhis client was saying than with other clients I have had," the

intern disagreed 31% of the time and agreed 69% ofthc time. Similarly on

Item S, "I was seldom in doubt as to what this client was lrying to say," the

intern disagreed 37.9% and agreed 62.1 %. On Item 14, "I was often at a loss

as how to respond to this client," the intern agreed 24.1 % and disagreed

75.9%.

Disc:ussloD

CounsllorlCilent Ptl'S'cptlpm IOllil! SraIQg

The results showed that there was counsellor/client agreement on

Factor 1, liking for each other; Factor 3, estimate of liking by the other;

Factor 4, level of understanding felt by each other; and, Factor 6, counsellor

and client ratings of accurate understanding.

The significant positive correlations between four out of six factors

indicate that the counsellor and client tended to agree on these factors (See

Table 8, p. 79). These findings were similar to Short's (1991) results, in lhat

rill correlations for the initial session were in I positive ditcc:tion. However.

only two or the ractors found to be significanUy correIatcd in this study also
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showed a significant relationship in Short'! study. They were Factor 4, the

rating of level of understanding felt by counsellor and client and Factor 6, the

rating of counsellor accurate understanding. While Short found a significant

relationship helween ratings of counsellor perfonnance, no significant

relationship was found in this study.

Consistent with Shon's (1991) findings and other studies (DiU

Standiford et aI., 1988; & Kokotovic & Tracy, 1990) ofcounsellor/client

agreement on perceptions of the initial session, the correlations were generally

low. Lee el aI. (1985) concluded that low correlations between client and

counsellor self·ratings indicate that counsellors and clients tend to perceive the

counselling interview differently.

The correlations revealed the strongest relationship on the initial session

existed between counsellor and client ratings of accurate understanding, Factor

6. This factor also showed the strongest relationshlp in Short's (1991) study.

An example of a statement from the Counsellor Post-<:OUoselling Form which

is included in this factor is Item 13, -[ found it fairly easy to understand and

communicate with lh.is client." A corresponding item from the Client Post~

Counselling Fonn is Item II, "Many of the thing3 this counseUor said just

seemed to hit the nail right on the bead," The significant correlation

coefficient indicated agreement between the counsellor and client perceptions
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of the counsellor's accuracy in understanding her cliCtlts. Shon (1991)

suggests that "one could predict with caution that when !he intem felt she was

understanding her clients adequately, the clients also fclt undentood by the

intern" (p. 71).

Findings on the weakest relationship were also consistent with Shon's

(1991) findings, with counsellor and client desire to see each other again,

Factor 2, having the lowest correlation. Examples of statements from the

Counsellor Post·Counseliing Form are It.cm 7. "I would prefer working with

this client more than most of the clients 1 have had" and Item 12, "I feel less

inclined to work with this client than with others I have worked with.· The

cowuellor's ratings on these two items may have been affec~ by the c1ienl's

presenting concern. The intern de.siml experience in COWIselling for personal

issues and may have felt less inclined 10 ICC clients apin who presented with

career and academic concerns.

Further analysis on the initial session, using a comparison of means for

counscUor and client ratings (see Table 9, p. 81) showed significant

differences on the initial session for Factor I, counsellor and client liking for

each other; Faclor 2, desire 10 see each other again; Factor 3. estimate of

liking for each other; and, Factor S. ratings of counsellor perfonnance. In

spice of lhese differences, both counsellor and client ratings indicate a
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descriptive range of between .sliih1 and modern" agreement on the six factors

measured suggesting that the main difference between rating, was in degree of

agreement. Lee el a1. (198.5) suggest that it is helpful for counsellors to be

aware of the discrepancy between their perceptions and those of their clients.

The initial session is important to the counsellor/client relationship from

the viewpoint that if the client views the initial session unfavourably he/she

may nol return (ressler, 1975). Overall, these results suggest a favourable

start to the counsellor/client relationship.

Cop.lloe/Client Baling _ Oyer Time

On Factor I, counsellor and clienlliking for each other, there werc

significant differences for each of the three sessions (sec Table 9, p. 82).

Counsellor ratings were lower than client ratings and even though there was a

significant difference between them, the means for both fell in the descriptive

range of ili&h11O modeljltc agreement. This indicates thai, on the average,

the intern liked her clients and they in tum libd her. The counsellor's lower

ratings may have been influenced by Item 19 for Uti! factor which stated "I

feel that I would like this client socially if I had met him/her first in that

capacity. to The intern's response on this item may have been negatively

influenced by the age difference between her and the majority of her clients,
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which made the inltm feel she had few scxia1 interesl$ in common with lOme

of them. According to WiUs (1978), !he principle of similarity and attraction

-has wide generality and in many contexts it can be predicted reliably that

persons will like others who arc similar to themselves and will tend 10 dislike

persons who are dissimilar to themselves (p.982). Wills goes on to say, and

perhaps overstate, that -Generalization of this principle to helping relationships

might be qualified by the possibility that helping aaents, who undergo an

extensive period of professional training, arc not influenced by their like or

dislike for a client" (p. 982).

A comparison for Factor 2, desire to sot· each olber again. showed

client ratings to be higher than counsellor ratings foe' all scssioM with a

significant difference on only the [ltSt session. 'Ibis would suggest that over

time the talings became It\OR; similar, indicating a mutual desire to see each

other again. On the initial session the counsellor ratings may have been lower

than client ratings because of the inttm's Dreference for certain types of

presenting problems, particularly those having potential for lhree or more

sessions.

Counsellor and client ratings on Factor 3. estimate of liking by the

other, showed significant differences between the means for all sessions.

While counsellor's estimate o( client Uldng (or counsellor was significantly
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lower than the corresponding factor for the client, on the initial xssion, the

counsellor's ratings not ooly inaeased over time but ratings became

signif1Wl.Iy hi~r than those of her clients, for the third and fifth ses.si0llS.

A possible explanation lTIly be that the counsellor was more tentative on the

first session but later may have rated the clients higher because they were

returning for counselling. These differences in ratings point out the

importallce of being aware of the discrepancy between her perceptions and

those oCher clients (1«tt aI., 1985).

Another possible reason (or the lower counsellor ratings on this factor

was that the counsellor found it difficult 10 rate two of the items because of the

comparisons involved. These ittms W~ Item 7: ·1 would prefer working

with this client more than many of the clients 1 have had" and Ittm 12, -I feel

less inclined to wok with this ctient than with Olhm I have worUd with.'

There were no significant diffemlCeS on counseUor and client ratings

for Factor 4. ratin&: of 1evd of understanding fell by c1ienlJ and counsellor. for

any of the sessions. These results suggest that the counseUor consistently felt

that she was understanding her clients and they in tum felt understood by her.

Acomparison of mean ratings for counse1lor and client on Factor S,

rating of counsellor's performance, show, a silnificant difference between

each oUler's ntings in all sessions, with dieru miniS heine consistently higher
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than counsellor ratings. The higher client ratings on counsellor perfonnancc

may be linked to Lacrosse's (1980) suggestion that a significant increase in

client ratings {rom prc-(.Ounselling to post-eounsclling can be accounted for by

a consistency model. ACCOrding to this model, those who gained more would

be likely to rate their counsellors as more expert, trust".vorthy, and attr?ctive.

On Factor 6, rating of accurate understanding, there were no significant

differences between means for any session, thereby suggesting counsellor and

client agreement. An example of a statement from the Counsellor's Post

Counselling Fonn is Item S. -I was seldom in doubt as to what this client was

trying to say,· and one from the Client Post-Counselling FOJ~ is Item 13, "It

seemed that this counsellor undustood me even when I didn't express myself

very wtd."

Table 9 (p. 82) shows the counsellor', ratings, for all {acton across all

sessions, w~re slightly lower than client ratings with three exceptions. They

were: Factor 3, estimate of clienlliking for counsellor for the third a1ld fifth

sessions; Factor 4, level of understanding felt by the client for the fifth

session; and Factor 6, ratina: of accurate understanding for the initial session,

However, of these three factors, only Factor 3 reaches significance. These

to-Net counsellor ratings are in line with counselling research (e.g., Stiles &.

Snow, 1984) wltich suggests that there is a tendency for clients to give
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somewhat mOK positive ratings than counstJlon. I...acros.se (1977) found

clients f1lLed <:OUllscllors highest on every variable measured relative to

counsellor's and observers' ratings. He suggests thai the cognitive dissonance

model explains !he m8&nilooe of client ratings -that is, it is difficuilio

dcpreate a source of help, especially when one is in a personal crisis· (p.

469).

By visually scanning the data in Table 9 (p, 82), a eouple of patterns

can be seen to emerge. Factor 2, desire to see each other again, and Factor 3,

estimate of tikinC by the other, both show I steady increase in the counsellor

and client ratings. 1be counsellor', rating of level of undcrstandina: felt by the

dient, Factor 4, shows a steady increase whereas the client minas fluctuate.

Factor 6, rating of ltXurak undenwldinl. shows a decline in cowue1lor's

ratings which may be related to the compteJities of the 10ft&U term cases, but

there was no;) ":JflSistent pattern in client nlinp. Faccor l,liking for each

other and Factor.s, ratinp .,'[ the counsc11or's performance, showed DO

consistent increases or decrease.s for either the coun$d1or or her clients.

Heppner and Hccsacker's (1982) findings which show that client perceptions

change ovu time but not necessari.ly in the same direction live support to

the.se obscrvatiolU.
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The fluctuations in some of the ratings over the first fi\lc sessions lend

support to MarziaJi's (1984) suggestion that the positive compollents of the

treatment relationship are not solidly established in the initial phase of therapy.

It typically takes three to five sessions for counsellor and dienllO explore

ways to relate to each other. Marziali SllggesLs that early sessions involve a

tentative interaction which if developed into a reciprocaJ bond results in a

favorable outcome which is reflected in higher ratings of final sessions. These

ratings also suppon Kokotovic and Tracey's (1990) view that the level of

worldng alliance established ill the first session docs not nccessarily determine

levels of subsequent sessions.

COUllSfllQr BltlpU Qur Tlmc

As shown in Table 10 (p, &4), the counsellor estimate or client liking

for the counsellor. Factor 3, illustrates significant difference.s from the first to

third session, the first to the fU\h session, and third to fifth session. These

ratings suggest that the intern fdt her clients liked her more as the relationship

developed. It is possible U1at these ntings abo renect III incn:a.1C OVet time in

the intern', level of confidence in her counseUin& skills. When she felt more

confident, she wu more likely to feel that her clients liked her.
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The counsellor's rating of level of understanding felt by client, Factor

4, showed a significant difference Qvr::r time. from the first to the fifth session.

The intern's higher ntings over time may have been the result of interpreting

the client's returning for five sessions to be an indication that he/she felt better

understood.

Factor 5, rating of counsellor', performance, showed a significant

difference in ratings by the counsellor from the first to the fifth session and

from the third to tlIc fifth session. An example of an item from the Counsellor

Post-Counselling Ponn comprising this factor is Item II, -I feel fairly

competent about my counselling with this clietlt.· The intern also attributes

this change in ratings of her own performance 10 be a reneetion of the

confidence she gained as her clients moved beyond the first session, and she

began to see some changes in them.

CUcpt Ratlpp - O,er TIme

Changes over time in client perceptions were found for Factor S (see

Table 11, p. 87), IlIting of counsellor's performance. Tht:re Wall a significant

incr --.lIe in ratings between the third and fifth 5CUion. An example of an item

comprising this factor on the Client Post-COunsclling Form is Item 13, "It
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seemed thai th" counsellor understood me even when I didn't express myself

very well."

On Factor 6, client ratings of counsellor accurate understanding, there

were significant increases in mean ratings from the first to the third session

and from the first to the fifth session. The fact that the client ratings for four

out of Sill factors showed no significant change over time lends support to the

idea thai the client's view of the relationship is established early (Tessler, 1975

& Tryon, 1989).

p,miyrd Au warmer aDd CUcpt Ballnp

While there were no significant relationships between perceived age

difference and client ntings, the data stimulated some observations. The

intern chose perceived age difference ra!her than actual age differences ba..~

on the belief that some clients might view her as older or younger than others.

The results showed that 79.3" were accurate in estimating the category to

wltich the counseUot belonged - older, youn&er or aOOut the same age.

One of the female clienu who was older than the intern had specifically

requested an older female counsellor but agreed to see the intern when her

l'CG.UCSl could not be accommodated at the tim~. The intern discussed this

preference with the client at the initial scs.sion and offc~ a refcnal to another
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counsellor; however, the client decided to continue with the intern. This client

request was oonsistent with Simons and Helms's (1976) findings that women

tend lO seek counsellors who are older than themselves.

Client PercepllQM Bod Same-SexIOPJ)05!te-Sex Dyads

Results showed that female (same-sex) ratings were significantly higher

than male ratings (opposite sex) for Factor 4 (see Table 13, p. 92), the level of

understanding fell by the counsellor: and, Factor 6, the counsellor', accurate

understanding for the third session. From this it can be concluded that fefi'.ale

clients felt better understood than male clients following the third session. For

all other factors and sessions, there were no significant differences in the

means of male clients or female clients. It is not clear why this difference

showed only on the third session; however, the inconsistency of these results is

nol surprising given the variety of findings on the effects of counsellor gender

and the therapeutic alliance reported in the literature and presented in Chapter

III (Banikiotes "Merluzzi, 1981; Betz " ShuUman, 1979; Blier et al., 1987;

Epperson, 1981; Feldstein, 1982; Hill, 1975; Howard et aI., 1970; Jones &

Zoppel, 1972; Kaschak, 1978; Krauskopfet al., 1981; Merluzzi et aI., 1978;

Orlinsky "Howard, 1976; Simon" Helms, 1976).
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CoynsdJorlCUcut Pm,ptigm aM PrmytUR TmginatlQA

The results showed no significant corrclatioo between counseUor and

client ratings and premature tcnnination, based on four clients. Two cases

were dropped because of mining data. In spile of the non-significant results

and the small sample, the intern will comment upon some obSCNltions made

from the data which provided some valuable insight into her relationship with

her clients.

Out of the 29 clients who were seen for the first time, six failed to

return for scheduled appointments, indica.o1ng a dropout rate of 20. 791i. Of

these six, four failed to retum (oUowing the initial ~ion. indicating an intake

dropout rate of 13.8". This dropout rate is somewhat lower than that found

by Betz and Shullman (1979) who found that 24" of clients seen for an intake

session did not return for scheduled oounsdling and Epperson (1981) who

found similar results with 25" not returning.

Given the small number of premature terminators, the counsellor was

able to compare both Client and COUJlsellor PoJt-CounsclUng Forms

individually to observe differences in ratings which might contribute to

premature termination. Analysis of the data showed that one client wu the

only client who r.u.cd the counseUor negatively on ILems 4, 11, 13, 11 and 19.

Overall, the client rated the c:cunsdlor negatively on 12 items. However,the
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counsellor filted the client positively on all items except Item 10, indicating a

lack of agreement in counsellor and client ratings. This suggests that the

counsellor failed to pick up on the client's neaative assessment. However,

according to Dill-Standiford et al. (1988) it is not unusual for counsellors and

clients to hold viewpoints on counselling which are distinct. Rennie (1985), in

an unpublished paper (cited in Thompson & Hill, 1991). states that ·clients

sometimes hide their reactions from therapists- (p. 261).

The intern observed that on Items I, 3, and 18, 5011'-66.7% (see Table

16, p. 98) of the clients whom she rated negatively were premature

tenninators, as well as 20lXi on Item 19. These four items make up Factor 1,

counsellor liking for the cUent. These figuret': cause the intern to question

whether her negative reactions on client lildng may have contributed to

premature termination for some clients. In a critical review of the literature

on dropping out of treatment, Baekeland and Lundwall (197S) noted that there

is an association between lower dropout rates and therapist liking for the

client.

Counsellor ratings for one client who prematurely terminated included

14 negative responses; whereas, the client only responded in a negative

manner for two items. These 14 items showed negative ratings for all items

making up the foUowing factors: Factor I, counsellor liIdng for the client;
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Factor 2, counsellor's desire to see client again; and, Factor 6, counsellor

rating of accurate understandinH. It was observed that while the counsellor

rated a number of her clients less favor.1bly than the clients rated her, only one

out of 26 responded negatively on the initial session to Item 7. -I felt this

counsellor regards me as likeable person,· and none of the premature

tenninators responded negatively to this item. This might suggest that in spile

of negative feelings towards some of ber clients. the inl.em was able to convey

unconditional positive regard.

Kokotovic and Tracey (1987) point out that studies involving premature

termination may be confounded by combining those who dropped out, having

gotten what they wanted, and those who felt they were nOI helped. Marziali

(1988) suggests that other clients who tcnninate prematurely may not be ready

10 commit themselves to what is involved in a course of treatment. In lIle data

collected, the intern has no way of knowing to which category her clients

belong; however, based on such a small sample no firm conclusions could be

drawn even if lhe reason were known.
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CUcpf Qrel'lll Fcdlpa aDd ReadlQQS

In the Results section, the intern highlighted some items wlUch caused

her 10 examine the reactions of her clients. In this section, comments will be

made about some of the ratings.

The intern was pleased by the overall favorable ratings by her client

(see Table 17, p. 101) and was encouraged by their positive reactions.

However I a few ratings caused the intern some concern while others

sometimes appeared contradictory.

On Item 6••At times this counseUor seemed confused about what I was

trying to say,- six clients agreed. However, on a similar statement, Item IS,

-The counsellor often misunderstood what I was trying to say· only three

c1ienL'" agreed. The intern was somewhat puuled by the ratings on Item 15,

given that only four clients agreed with Item 2, -This counsellor must have

realized that she didn't understand me very well- and only ORe client disagreed

with Ilem 13, -It seemed that the counsellor understood me even when I didn't

express myself very well.· A possible interpretation might be that while the

counsellor may have initially appeared confused, she JOught clarification which

incRaSOd understanding. As Shan (1991) sugge.sted, additional information

through personal interviews or extra space on the form might have provided

insight into understanding the sometimes contradictory responses.
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The intern noted that nine clients disagreed with Item 9, -I wish I had

friends who were as understanding as this counsellor.· Three clients failed to

respond to this item which SUUests this question may have been ambiguous 10

clients. If for eumple, the clients IwI very understanding friends, they would

not wish for understanding friends. On the other twld. clients may not wish

to share personal problems with friends.

Another item which caused the intern some concern was Item 16, "It

was easier for me to talk with this counsellor than most other people.· Eight

clients responded negatively 10 this item. On a similar statement, Item 3, five

clients agreed with the statement, "There are other people I would feel it much

casier to talk 10."

Given the generally positive response by clients to the counsellor, it

might be speculated that many clients come k) counselling with issues that are

very difficult to talk about, and the rasing may reflect the ambivalence clients

often have about entering coumdling. Of coune, iII'IOthet possibility is that

there was something in the inttrn's behavior that failed to put some clients at

<ax.

The intern observed that (our clients failed to respond to Item 17, "This

counsellor really bas a lot on the ball" with one client noting that she did not

understand the statement. The intern wonden if this mi&hl involve a dated
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expression. On Item 7, -I felt that this counsellor regards me as a likeable

person,· three clients failed to respond. Similarly, three clients failed to

respond to Item 4, -I'm not sure this counsellor liked me very much. Upon

examining the Client Post~Counselling Forms, the counsellor observed that the

same clients had missed all three items. However, two of thOse who

completed subsequent (onn" did complete these items related to counsellor

liking. It may have been that these clients felt it was too early to make such a

judgement on the initiaJ session.

CouDSdlor Qurall Feeling and Beactlom

The counsellor', overall reaction to her clients was positive (see Table

18, p. 1(6). A number of counsellor responses for individual items have

already been discussed in relation to counsellor ratings over time and

premature tennination. What the counsellor finds striking in her ratings is the

range of responses. On eight item', the intern's ratings fell in all six

categories. It is the intern's opinion that the scatter may be attributable to the

wide range of client concerns and the complex natw'e of some of the personal

issues involved which evoked a variety of reactions in the counsellor. It

should also be remembered that the counsellor was rating 29 very different

individuals whereas the clients were rating one counsellor. The intern also
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wonders how the completion of SO forms by the counseUor may have affcett.d

the ratings as oppoKd to a maximum of thmc (anns by the clients.

In summary, the in&c:m found 1hat by analyzing the distribution of the:

1UJlOIl5eS, she funhet examined what might have been Coing on in the initial

session with these clients, and what the impact upon her clients might have

been.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summa..,.

The intern completed a 13 week internship at the Memorial University

Counselling Centre, 51. 10hn's, Newfoundland. During thr- placement she

conducted a research study involving the counsellor/cUent relationship.

The intern conducted tala! of 113 hours of individual counselling with

30 clients on a variety of conc.ems -- personal, career, and academic. She

co-led an assertiveness training group and worked as a Career Infonnation

Assistant in the Career Planning Centre. In addition to case conferencing, the

intern participated in group supervision conducted in an Interpersonal Process

Recall format. Weekly supervision meetings and videotaping of counselling

sessions allowed the intern to critically evaluate her counselling behaviors, to

identify her strengths as well u weaknesses, and to further refmc her

counselling skills. The intern feels that she met her goals (or the internship.

Overall it was a very positive experience which she would highly recommend

to other Educational Psychology Graduate students considering the internship

option.

The research study undertaken by the intern was requited u part of the

internship option. This study allowed the intern 10 undertake research with 29

of her clients in the area of counsdlin, procesa.
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A comparison of counsellor and client perceptions of lhe initial session

showed a significant positive correlation. Significant positive correlations

were also found on four of the six factors: counsellor and client lilcing for each

other; estimates of oounsellor and client liking by the other; counsellor and

client ra';tgs of level of understanding felt by each other; and. counsellor and

client ratings of counsellor accurate understanding. The strongest relationship

on the initial session existed between counsellor and client ratings of

counsellor accurate understanding and the weakest relationship was found to be

between counsellor and client desire to sec each other again.

A comparison of means and standard deviations showed significant

differences between counsellor and client ratings on liking for each other

across all sessions. Desire 10 see each other again, showed a significant

difference in mean ratings for the first session but not subsequent sessions.

Estimates of likit!g by the other showed a significant differt:nce between

counsellor and client ratinlS for all sessions as did rating of counsellor

performance. In all cases, where the difference between counsellor and client

ratines was sienificant (except (or the counsellor's estimate of client liking for

the counsellor) the counsellor ratings were lower than client ratings.

Counsellor and client ratings both showed significant changes over time

on some factors but not all. There was no significant rdationship between
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clients' perceived age difference and client perceptions of the counsellor.

However, results showed the female (same-sex) ratings were significantly

higher than male (opposite-sex) ratings for Factor 4, client rating of level of

understanding felt by the counsellor and Factor 6. client rating of counsellor

accurate understanding. No significant correlations were found between

counsellor and client ratings and premature tennination, but some observations

were made about a possible relationship between negative reactions and

premature termination.

Overall the results showed that the intern and the clients generally

reacted favourably to each alber, and the chanees over time were aenerally in

a positive direction.

Ree:OIDIIIeDdatioJlS

The intern recommends conducting a resean:h study which is relevant

co both the intern', interests and inlctnship setting. This type of study could

be carried out in any setting where individual counselling sessions are

conducted. The intern provides the following list of ro:ommcndations for

further racar<:h:



1. Investigate the relationship between client perceptioos at the

initial session and following termination by having clients

complete a follow-up rating form.

2. Investigate whether patterns begin to emerge over time in

counsellor .'1IId client perceptions by increasing the number of

times the rating scales are administertd.

3. Invite clients to provide additional comments or explanations by

leaving space on the rating form.

•• Compare the ratings of those clients who r.onsented to being

videotaped with those who did not.

S. Increase the sample size to improve the generalizabUity of

results.

6. Investigate the relationship between client perceptions and other

variables such as counsellor attire and status.

7. Usc follow-up procedures such u maH questionnaires to

ascertain the reasons for premature termination.

8. Obtain independent judge'. ratings of counsellor performance to

detennine the relationship between judge's ratings, clients'

ratincs and c:oun.sellor's ratings.
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9. Establish the raclors of the CPF empiricaUy and reword the

items that need updating and clarity.

10, Develop further studies of this type which attempt to control for

the fact that some of the significant differences reported above

might be due to chance effect.
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AiIIlwIlI.A-

Annotakd BIbUocnpby of Readinp Completed

Durinl: the Inlemsbip

Baier, J. L. t Rosenzweig, M. G. &: Whipple, E. G. (1991). Patterns of

sexual behavior, coercion and victimization of university students.

Journal or College Student pmlonm(DI, 32, 310-322.

'!'h.is study of 702 university students explored the students' level of

sexual activity in the six months prior to study and the degree to which

they experienced sexual coercion and assault both before and since

cnterinl college. The results showed that not only were SO" of all

students in the sample sexually active in the preceding six months, but

many also had multiple partners. Freshmen wtre found to have a

higher number of partnen Ulan graduate students. The study also

showed that sex and sexual orientation are direcUy related to

victimization raleS. Based on the legal definition of rape, 11.9" of the

female students indicated they had been victims of rape and 18.8" of

attempted rape. Results also showed that gaylbisexual students

experienced greater 5Cxual victimization than did heterosexual students.

An important finding of this study Willi that more than half of the acts
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of ilCIlual coercion and victimization occurred prior to entering college.

The authors suggest that these data have implications for practitioners

in relation to sex and sexual abuse education. The high perce.,tage of

sexually active students, par-o.icularly with multiple partners, raises

concerns regarding students' awareness of the risk of sexually

lran:unitted diseases such as AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome).

Bass, E., &: Davis, L. (1988). The ooymge to brat. New York: Harper and

Row Publishers.

This book was written for women sUlVivors of sexual abuse by

survivors. It provides the reader with hope and assUre.!I the survivor

that healing is possible. A special chapter was written for the

counxllor which provides basic guidelines for dealing with the sexual

abuse survivor. This book provides hope for all.

Benedict, H. (1983). Recoycry' Hgw 10 suMyc sexual u!!ilult for W9Dlen

men teenageD thejr mend! and faroiliq. New York: Doubleday &

Co. Inc.

The author provides both comfort and information to rape sUJ'Vivors and

their loved ones. BeIlcdiet tompiIcd thit book with the help of

survivors and counsellors. While she recoa:nizes that every victim )w
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a different experience there are common reactions and needs. This

book provides an insight into how victims can become survivors.

Bower, S. A" & G. H. (1976). Aszrting yoyrself' A pmctic;al guide; for

~. Ma.!Sachusetts: Addison Wesley Publishers Co.

The authors provide a step-bj"stcp program for becoming more

assertive. 'The book presents numerous examples of how to apply the

skills suggested to improve self-esteem, cope with stress, and maJce

more friends. Written in workbook style, readers are given the

opponunity to complete practice exercises which will ani't them in

integrating the techniques presented. One of the most valuable

exercises presented involves a scripting technique known as the "DESC

script" which is a very practical tool for dealing with interpersonal

conflict.

Cesari. J. P. (1986). Fad bulimia: Aserious and separate counselling issue.

JournaJ of College Student Penonnel, 21, 2SS·JS9.

The author describe.s bulimic-like behaviors that are being

observed on coUcge campuses. These bellavion have been

tenned "fad bulimia" nOi to undermine the seriousness of the

issue but to de.scribe the onld, perpetuation, and dynamic.s of

the behavior. While many of the symptoms and behavion of
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fad bulimia arc superficially similar to clinical bulimia, the

author describes how fad bulimia can be detected by careful

interviewing, assessment measures, and the client's response to

counselling. A common practice in college residences is for a

group of students to plan a binge-purge session. The author

suggests a role for residence hall personnel 10 intervene and

prevent fad bulimia through ·wellness- activities. A number of

questions are raised about the need for further research in the

area of fad bulimia, eating disorden, and their subtypes.

Courtois, C. A. (1988). H('~!ing the jncesl wound' Adult suryiyQa jn therapy.

Markham, ON: Penguin Books.

The author of this book provides a thorough review of the theory and

research on incest. The characteristics and dynamics of incest are

provided along with the symptoms and aftereffects. The ilCCtion on

incest therapy covering not only philosophy, process, and goals but also

general treatment strategies and techniques as well as special treatment

issues provides valuable information for anyone working with adult

survivon of incest. The chapter on the effects of abuse dynamics or

therapy was partieu1arly interesting to the intern.
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Crespi, T. D. (1990). Becpmjng an adult cbUd of an alCQholic. Springfield,

Illinois: Cbarles C. Thomas.

This book provides practical information for adults who have grown up

with an alcoholic parent and how it affects their personality

development. The issue of psychological maltreatment is presented to

help those who work with ACOA'J to understand the pain they feel.

The author uSC! a case study approach showing one woman's struggle

towards recovery as a way of linking the concepts of real life

situations. This is a valuable book for both professionals weh as

psychologists, counsellon, social worken, or psychiatrists and for

those who have grown up in an a1coholi..-: home.

Davis, L. (1990). The SOU"" Ip heal workbook;. New York: 1Iarpf'..r and

Row Publishers.

This workbook written for both men and >'!:'rnen survivon of sexual

abuse builds on the concepts and ideas of "The Courage to Heal .•

While it is designed as a companion to the book, it can be used

separately. The book is presenttd in a spinJ. format which encoura&es

the reader to fill in the blanks and complete the exercises. II provides

some practical tools for overcoming the effect of child sexual abuse.

wttile it is written {or survivon, therapistll or counsellor may also find
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it useful to use along with their clients. The book may also appeal to

survivors of emotional abuse whose healing follows a similar course.

Davis, M., Eshelman, E. R. t & McKay, M. (1988). The relaxation and stress

reduction workbook. Oakland, California: New Harbinger

Publications. Inc.

This workbook provides a comprehensive program for managing stress.

It includes a variety of relaxation techniques such as progressive

relaxation, breathing, meditation, visualization, self-hypnosis, and

autogenics. A number of exercises are presented which involve

becoming aware of one's own sources of stress, stressful thoughts, and

beliefs. Techniques such as lhought·stopping and refuting irrational

ideas are also presented.

Some of the methods described to reduce stress include coping skilis

training, assertiveness training, and time management. The chapler on

recording your own relaxation tape provides excellent sample scripts.

In addition to the above techniques, chapters are included on the

principlC3 of nutrition a..'ld exercise which are basic 10 effective stress

management. Finally, the chapter on getting unstuck has some very

practical suggestions to help you out when you find your efforts to

counter stress are becoming blocked.
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This is an excellent resource book for every counsellor.

Farmer, S. (1989). Adult cbildren of abusive parentS" A healing pmgrnw for

those who have been pbysic.al1y sexually or emptionally abYsed. New

York: Ballantine Books.

The author, who .aws upon his extensive work with Adult Children

and his own experiences as a survivor of emotional neglect, presents

some of the traits of an abusive family. Some of these traits include

lack of boundaries, chaos. and denial. lIe describes the invisible scars

such as inability to trust, depression, eating disorders, alcohol or drug

abuse, and relationship problems. The author presents exercises and

journal work which integrate aspects of spiritual, physical, and

emotional healing. Best of all. the book offers hope for survivors that

they too can recover the lost self (if childhood.

Feather, F. (1987). Tomorrow's best CanadiM cameg;. Thornhill, ON:

Global Management Bureau.

This book explains the changing job market and where the best jobs

and career markets can be found. It describes CUlm\l and future trends

in Canada and the world from a social, technological, economical. and

political perspective, and how these trends are restructuring the job

marl'et. The author compares the sta&;ea of c:arecr devdopment from
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an Industrial Age mind·set. as they have been traditionally presented.

with the mind-set of the Information Age. He explains how to prepare

for the jobs of the future. The intern found this to be an excellent

resource for career planning.

Hudson, P. O. &. O'Hanloo, W. H. (1991). Rewriting Joye stories' Brief

~. New York; W. W. Norton &. Co.

The authon. a wife and husband ~. use solution orienled strategies

to help couples who face marital deadlocks. They combine hopeful

positive approaches with humor to help couples find problems that can

be solved. TIle book includes specific tasb to change destructive

patterns. The authors suggest thai four factors are involved in mwr

a good lasting reliuonship: skills, etbics, commitment, and a sense of

humor. This book: would be of interest to boUt therapists and clients.

Iakubowski, P., &. Lange, A. 1. (1978). The assertiye option, Champaign,

Illinois: Research Press Co.

The authors provide a comprehensive guide to becoming more

assertive. Through a variety of practical exercises, self-assessment

questionnaires and specific techniques, they present an approach

whereby readers can learn to change their thoughts, feclings, and

behaviors. Based on the experiences of people who have attended their
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workshops, they present types of assertive behavior in specific

situational contexts. This book is a classic on the topic of assertiveness

training and recommended basic reading for the assertiveness training

leader.

lenike, M. A" Baer, L., Minichiello. W. (1990). Obscssiy«gmpylsjye

disorders' Theory and management, Chicago: Yeal Book Medical

Publishers Inc.

This book is a comprehensive compilation of the knowledge on

obsessive-compulsive disorder from the leading researchers in the field.

The book is divided into four sections: clinical picture, po!lSible causes

and assessment, treatment, and patient and clinic management. The

intern found the section on treatment to be particularly helpful and the

behavior therapy chapter to provide an excellent guide. The book also

includes six different rating scales, information on self-help g."Ou)'S, as

well as a sample of the 8c':ek Depression Inventory.

Rapoport, 1. L. (1989). The boy who couldn't slop washing' The expcdcnc.c

and treatment Q(gbwsiyt-CQmpul~. New York: E. P.

Dutton.

The author, who is both a child psychiatrist and research scientist at the

National Institute of Mental Health in Bethesda, has written a very
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readable and fa5Cinating description of ObJCUive-Compulsivc Disorder

(OCD) and how it manifests itself. She describes bow these senseless

thoughts and rituals invade people's lives. Some patients known as

"checkers" repeatedly check lights, doors, locks, etc. - ten, twenty or

a hundred times. Some feel compelled to wash over and over again.

The thoughts and rituals nry from person to person but among the

most common themes are checking and washing. Numerous personal

accounts arc provided from those who have experienced these

seemingly bizm'e behaviors and thoughts. Dr. Rapoport cites many

cases where patients have been treated with the drug Anofranil with

varying degrees of success. Her bdid is that OCD is biological in

origin and can therefore be treated by drugs.

Unfortuna1dy, she provides little information on succasful

psycholOlical ttca1menlJ such as behavior thetapy. While lhc inlt:m

found this book to provide a wealth of infonnation about the world of

penon, wilh OCD, she found it discoura&inl: that possible

psychological origins of the disorder were not presented.

Schepp, K. F. (1986). Sexuality counseling' A bJjnjng program, Muncie,

Indiana: Accelerared J>e\lelopment.
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This book was designed to be a part of a course. practicum. or other

training (or counsellors. The book includes numerouJ activities which

will assist the counsellor in dealing with sexuality issues. The first

section ·Self·Assessment of Foundation Skills· provides practical

activities {or the counsellor to assess and improve his/her comfort leYel

with topics related to sexuality.

The second section presents an overview of types of sexual concerns

expressed by clients to counsellors and the intern found the resources

listed at the end of each chapter to provide excellent sources for further

information.

Schoenberg, B. M. (Ed.) (1978). A handbook and guide (QC,JM

college and university counscIJjng s;cntre. westport: Greenwood

Pre~. This book, edited by Dr. Schoenberg, Dircc10r of

Memorial University's Counselling CentR, provides a aroad

range of information on the university c:ounJdling centre from

ill hiSlOry and philmophy 10 balds and futun: directions. The

intern was most interested in the formal and informal programs

section wltich included chapters on individual and group

counselling.
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Stinsoo, M. H., & Hendrick, S. S. (1992). Reported childhood sexual abuse

in university counselling centre clients. Journal of Counscling

~,39, 370-374,

The results of this study, of the prevalence of childhood sexual abuse

among college students, have important implications for university

counselling centres. The fmdings indicate that approximately one third

of those coming to a university counselling centre for personal

counselling will have a history of childhood sexual abuse. This points

to a need for counsellors to be trained in the area of childhood sexual

abuse. as well as the need for support services such as survivors'

groups. Another importalll finding of this study was that while clients

may not spontaneously disclose previous childhood sexual abuse, they

will disclose if they are asked. Therefore, it is recommended that

counsellors ask for this information routinely as part of the intake

process.

Strupp, H. H., "Binder, J. L. (1984). Psvcbolhmpy in a new key' A gYide

10 dme·Urnj1cd dynamic mycbotbcnmy. New York: Basic Books, Inc.

This book provides an introduction to time-limited dynamic

psychotherapy (TLDP). In addition to an overview of the topic, the

aulhon use clinical examples to illuslIatc the approach. They provide
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excellent insight into the therapeutic relationship through a discussion

of transference and countertransference issues. The case history using

the TLDP approach illustrates the various concepts outlined in the book

and the authors present a valuable chapter on the psychology of

termination. While this book would be an excellent resource for any

therapist, it would be of particular interest to the novice therapist.

Suinn, R. M., & Deffenbacker, J. L. (1988). Anxiety Management Training,

The Counseling PsycbologiU. l§., 31-49.

This article provides a detailed description of an anxiety management

lraining program and demonstrates a model for the treatment of

generalized anxiety, phobw, anger, and other stress-related disorders.

The program is designed to lead to self-management whereby the client

gradually assume! more and more responsibility. The authen provide

a s~by·step guide for the therapist and a plan for 6-8 xssions whicb

can be used individually or with groups.

Warchal, P., &. Southers, S. (1986). Perceived importance of counseling

needs among adult students, Journal of CqJlcge Student PcDOnncl. 27.

43-48,

A study of 878 adult students ranging in age from 18-62. failed to

confirm !he existence of major differences in the perception of
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counselling needs attributable to developmental period. Results also

showed thai regardless of developmental period and sex, academic

counselling needs were indicated to be most important. Younger

students were more concerned than older students with job-fmding

skills and copil~' with leisure time. The author suggests that these

results are interesting from the perspective that student services

planners frequently assume that returning women students nCtd

assistance with job hunting. Similarly, it is often assumed that older

adults need help with planning leisure activities. Results also showed

that the older group were significantly higher than the younger group

on their need to cope with parenting difficulties.
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YldcqI.pr/Aydjotlpe p,rmiplpg ¥gnp

____________, gnnl permission to have

my counselling sessions althe Memorial University Counselling Centre

videotaped/audiotapcd. I underswld that the tapes will be used solely for the

purposes ot supervision. That is, the tapes will be viewed only by the

counsellor, the oounse1lor's immediate SUpervilOr(S) or in caJe conferences at

the Centre. I can request that the taping tease at any time and/or that the

tapes be erased.

[ also understand that refusing to be taped will not arfa;( aec::eu to

counselling at the Centre.

Signature

Witness

Dale
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CLIENT' COUNSELLOR, _

C.encnl PracAtJo, CQIKCrw: Academic. Career, Personal

I. S. 9.

2. 6. '0.
3. 7. II.

4. 8. 12.

:IllilI..I.IIu:'

ewSenn'C:

T.Co. T.CI. T.M.

0 ...: _ Sig.....:, _
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AIIRauIIIJl
Clitnt Post-COUIISeUlaa Form
(AdiJptdfrom Shtppord, 1978)

3

StroqI)' Modonlely SliPdy Slipdy M~1 SUoa,ly
DiIaa- Di-an- DiapD Ape A&T- "tree

Be sure 10 indicate only WI' response to each item. Do not spend too much
time on any one item. Try to respond to each statement in tenns of your
feelings during the counselling session.

1. I had a very warm feeling towards this counsellor.

2. This counsellor must have realized that she didn't understand me
very well.

3. There are other people I would feel it much easier to talk to.

4. I really felt oomfortab'e talking to this counsellor.

S. I loot forward to talking with this oounxllor lIun.

6. At times this cowueI.lor xcmcd confuJed. about what I wa:s
trying lO"y·

7. I Cdt thai this counscUor rqards me as a likeable penon.

8. I xc no point in secinl this counsdJor apin.

9. I wish I had some friends who wm as understandin. as this
counseUor.

10. [wilh I could !pall{ lOOn: time with this counsellor.

11. Many of the thinp this coun:se11or saidjuSl seemed to hit the
nail right on the head.
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.. ./2

Stronaly Moderately SliehUy
Di-aree Di"'lllll Di-.,rco

Sliplly Modetlttlly SIro0ily
AJfCC ",roe "Kree

12. If I had someone else as a counsellor I might find it easier to
discuss my feelings.

13. It seemed that tht; rounscllor understood me even when I didn't
expre.u myself very well.

14. I'm not so sure that this counsellor liked me very much.

15. The counsellor often misunderstood what I was trying to say.

16. It was easier for me to talk with this counsellor than with most
other people.

17. This counsellor really has a lot on the ball.

18. t guess I didn't like this counsellor very much.

19. 1 would certainly recommend this counsellor to any friend who
nccd<d help.

20. After the session with this counsellor I'm not sure that
counselling can be very helpful.
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CounseUur Post-CounseUida Form

(Adapttdfrom Slwppard, 1978)

Indicate the response most representative of your present feeling,i. Your
feelings may change but eApres.s your feelings right now at this point in your
counselling with this client. There are six possible respon:;es to each item.

SlrooJly MQdeBkly Sliabtly
Di"leee Oi..,.. Di_rree

,
Sliabtl,. ModcnteI.y SIroD,I)'A,,. A,.. A,fllCI

Be sure to indicate: only~ response to each item. L'o not spend too much
time 0.' anyone item. Try to respond to each statement in terms of a
comparison with other clients you may have had.

1. I like this client more than most I have had.

2. I look forward to talking with this client again.

3. I couldn't seem to get very interested in this client.

4. I feel fairly su..~ 1hat this client would want to see me again if
given an opportunity.

S. I was seldom in doubt as to what this client was trying to say.

6. I fdt somewhat ineffective with this client.

7. I would prefer working with this client more than with many of
the clients I have had.

8. It was often difficult for me to undentand what this client was
trying to communicate.

9. I doubt whether this client saw me u a warm and acc:epting
penon.
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.. ./2

Slron,ly ModeRlely Sli.blll'
Diui'f'CIC m..,m: DillJfN

Sliah&lr Modetalely StroDily
AIftIC Alreo Apee

10. I found it easier to respond to what this clier.t was saying than
with other clients I have had.

11. I feel fairly competent about my counselling with lhis client.

12. I feel less inclined to work with this client than with others I
have worked with.

13. I found it fairly easy to understand and communicate with this
client.

14. I was often at a loss as to how to respond to this client.

15. I doubt whether !his client would want to continue in counselling
with me.

16. I felt that this client saw me as a warm and accepting person.

17. I think that this client felt that I was doing a gOOd job of
accurately understanding himlhcr.

18. I would like to be able to feel more warmth and acceptance
towards this client.

19. I feel that I would like this client socially if I had met him/her
first in thisc.apacity.

20. This client probably (elt that I didn't understand him/her too
weU.



FollowinC the first session only, please provide the fo!lowing

infonnation.

16'

Your Age __

Your Gender

Marital ~latus

Faculty and Year _

Do you come from a rural community or urban centre?

Indieatt in the appropriate space which description best rcflocts

your pen::eption of the counsdlor's qe.

About the same age u you __

Older than you • if yes, indicate I of yean __

Younger than you • if yes, indicate' or years __.
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Coaseat Form

Dear Client:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Educatiol\ at Memorial
University. As part of my internship, I am undertaking a study to evaluate my
effectiveness as a counsellor. I am requesting your partidpation in this study.

Your participation would involve completing a rating ronn up to three
times: one immediately after the initial counselling session, one immediately
after the third, and one immediately after the fmal session. The tating form
will take approximately two to five minutes to complete each time. You will
also be asked to complete a personal data sheet following the first session.
Completion witt be voluntary and will take less than a minute to answer. You
may refrain from answering any question that you prefer to omit on either
form.

The data gathered will be confidential and anonymous. I will not have
access to any of the data until the study is completed at the end of the Spring
Semester. [0 no way will the responses indicated on the form be linktd to
you. You may withdraw from the study at any time, simply by infonning me
that you no longer wish to complete further forms.

This study has received the approval ot the DUector ot the Memorial
University Counselling Centre and ..:~e Faculty of Education's Ethics Review
Committee.

If you are in agreement with participating please sign below and return
one copy to me. The other is for you.

Yours sincerely,

Patricia Rou, CounscllinC Intern

I heRby aarce to participate in a study to
measure the counsellor's effectiveness. I undentand thai participation is
entirely voluntary and that I may withdJaw at any time. I am also aware that
participation in this study is not a condition of receiving assistance at the
Counselling Centre.

Da.. SipatUre
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&lIIr.odII..li

Dlrectloas for cUent

AtkJpled[rom SI"m (19911

This study is designed to evaluate various aspects of the counselling

you receive from the intern. The attached rating form and personal data

(following Ist session only) are coded to ensure anonymity, The counsellor

will not have access to this information until the end of the semester by which

time the counselling relationship will be terminated. Your responses will be in

no way linked to you as a client. Please follow the directions below and

return me Conns to the receptionist before leaving the Centre today. Your

participation in this study is appreciated.

Directions: The personal information is to be completed following the first

session only. On subsequent sessions, 3rd and fifth you will be

asked to complete only the Client Pwt..counselling Form (CPF).

During counselling, people experience different reactions and

feelings toward their counsellor. Indicate the responx to each

item which beJt n:flccts your personal feelings and reaction to

the counselling you received today. Re8cet only on how you

experienced today'! session. Your responses will remain

confidential.

Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study.
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